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dent and one of the elected mem-
ber s of the Bernard Baruch Col-
lege Association, Inc., said, .. I
hope that they'll be as committed
as the rest of us. " White attributed
HIP's winning of many positions to
HIP's earlier campaign start, and
said, ,. students were led to believe
a lot of things that weren't true."
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Biddle Named New Librarian
After Year-Long Search
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Counting all positions, DIP cap-
tured 17 of them. USA managed to
snare 14.
The referendum to amend the
-DSSG constitution failed.
SPRING••
York City, received his Ph.D. in
French literature from Columbia
University. He was the chairperson
of the Department of Modern
Languages and Literature at Union
College in Schenectady, New York
for 13 years and has held his pre-
sent position for five years.
Asked what he will bring to his
.new post, LeClerc said, "I intend
to bring a very wide knowledge of
academic programs, which is my
special ty." He said he also hopes
to bring all the schools together and
develop excellent college services.
The search for a new provost
began when the previous provost,
Phillip E. Austin, accepted the
position of president of Colorado
State University at Fort Collins,"in
i December 1983. The Search Corn-
S mittee, chaired by Professor Nor-i man Storer,was appointed by the
8... president, Joel Segall. The commit-
tee conducted a national search and
Continued on Page 7
By Lilly Nnodimele
leClerc is New Provost;
Will Assume Position July 1
Baruch College's new provost ef-
fective July 1 is Paul LeClerc, who
is presently City University of New
York's Dean for Academic Affairs.
LeClerc, who was raised in New
*
NOI' • W. Storer
in favor, 19 percent against and 39
percent abstained. Of the votes
from the facuIty and staff, 82 per-
cen.t were in favor. 14 percent
against. and 4 percent abstained.
It is now for Joel Segall, Presi-
dent of Baruch College, to decide
whether to ask the Board of Trus-
tees of the City University of New
York (CUNY) for a waiver of the
part of the Charter preventing the
implementation of the proposed re-
vision. Asked to comment on this.
Segall said. "I'm not sure yet. I
think he (Norman Storer, Chair-
person of the Faculty Senate) will
go to the faculty who refused to
allow ballots to be distributed in
those classes, and try to get some
more student votes." His reluc-
tance stemmed from the fact that
this amendment would reduce the
necessary student participation
from 30 to 20 percent, and that the
revision is the kind of question in
which •'students should have an
interest. "
The Charter, which describes the
ordering of decision-making at Ba-
ruch, was the subject' of a reVision
a~empt that sought, among other
things, to clarify the wording, to re-
peal or modify obsolete sectiOl15
and to provide for more diversity in
faculty participation in college gov-
ernance.
According to Associate Professor
Continued on Page 7
ord a rating of 80 out of 100.
Senator Hart's position on many major
issues remains unclear. He claims that he
believes in the forces of a free market, but
he has supported the comparable wage
issue. He endorses the development of
small mobile missiles with single nuclear
warheads, while at the same time, he sup-
ports the nuclear freeze. This lack of clarity
has won him the support of conservatives
in Vermont and liberals in Massachusetts.
There are personal paradoxes as well.
Senator Hart's official biography states his
age as 46. He was born, however, in Otta-
wa, Kansas in 1936. Furthermore. he was
christened Gary Hartpence, but in the late
195O's he decided to drop the second sylla-
ble of his last name. The Senator claims
that Hart had been the original eighteenth
century family name. Professional genealo-
gists state the family name had never been
Hart but rather Pence.
The Sena tor has yet to answer many
questions. If he expects to have any chance
to become President, be. must clearly de-
fine his position on the issues. He must
also silence the controversy surrounding
his persoual life. If he continues to wage
his campaign on the "newness" issue
alone, the Senator will quickly find himself
standing on the political sidelines.
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Real Patriotism or Blind Loyalty!
By Joseph J. McNulty
Nothing has confounded the newspaper
pundits and political analysts more than
the sudden mass appeal of Senator Gary
Hart. Only a short time before. this presi-
dential candidate was known only to his
constituents in Colorado. Now. each day,
columns of type and hours of television air
time are devoted to him. With his call for
"new leadership" and "new ideas," Sena-
tor Hart has become the Cabbage Patch
Doll of politics - namely, a marketing
success. His rise to fame, however, has not
been without a price. The media spotlight
which now focuses upon Senator Hart has
shown that he embodies many contradic-
tions.
The Senator casts himself as the candi-
date of the future. He attacks Mr. Mondale
for embracing the failed liberal policies of
the past. However. Senator Hart's political
roots can be traced to the most liberal
presidential candidate in. recent history,
George McGovern. In 1970 Mr. Hart quit
his law practice to become campaign mana-
ger for the little~noWDSenator from South
Dakota. While serving in the Senate, Mr.
Hart has consistently supported liberal
initiatives. As Time magazine recently
pointed out, the liberal Americans for
Democratic ActiQJ1 gives Hart's Senate rec-
Hart the Chameleon
when they returned, they were often con-
sidered to be stupid for going. Other more
In recent months, we have witnessed (or derogatory terms have been used against
so the media have told us) a surge of many of them. On the other hand, others,
American patriotism and loyalty. AppIica- who for a variety of reasons, escaped the
lions to join the three major armed forces draft (often unlawfully), were later looked
are on the increase, many advertisements upon as the real patriots who refused to be
on television (a good indication of current involved in an obscure war that killed more
fads) use the military/American pride civilians than soldiers. These people were
theme to sell or promote products or ser- later pardoned.
vices, and polls indicate that a majority of Unlike Germany and Japan in the Second
the people support the invasion of World War, and Iran today, where blind
Grenada. patriotism and loyalty allowed unde-
There is nothing wrong with patriotism scribable human sufferings and anguish to
and loyalty. A country needs and often en- be· inflicted, it is difficult to determine
courages such nationalistic feelings to main- whether young men who went to Vietnam
tain its security and stability, and were maintained by similar blind na-
sometimes to promote certain policies. tionalistic feelings or that they simply did
What this writer is worried about is blind not have a choice.
patriotism and loyalty. Many leaders Which brings us to the present surge of
throughout history have used it to .drumup patriotism and loyalty. It was sparked by
support for a wide variety of causes, in-
cluding personal gains. political greed, and the bombing of the Marine Corps com-
hunger for domination over others. pound In Beirut and the invasion of
Grenada. It is not inconceivable to think
In the Second World War, Hitler and that a military victory over a socialist
Japanese leaders used such blind patriotism regime (forget that Grenada was just a tiny
and loyalty from the people to try to domi- island) was just what was needed to make
nate their neighbors. Recent examples Americans feel good about themselves. An
include Argentina's invasion of the example: would Knicks fans have felt the
Falkland Islands, and the Iran/Iraq war same way about themselves if the Knicks
Patriotism, loyalty and pride surged to new
heights in Argentina during the conflict just won a basketball match against a girls'
However, it was widely accepted that team from a local high school?
Argentina invaded the Falkland Islands to This writer is not trying to discourage
divert domestic attention away from pride, patriotism and loyalty. But I would
worsening internal economic problems. I~ like to think that Americans, with their
worked until Margaret Thatcher ordered sense of justice, equality and fairness,
the defense of British territory in the South which is nurtured by a free society and a
Atlantic.- democratic political system, would be in a
Somewhat different is the situation in better position to determine what issues are _
Iran, where old men and young boys worthy and legitimate of stimulating suffi-
volunteered for the armed forces and were cient patriotism to give up their lives for the
sent, practically unarmed and untrained, country.
illt.O battle. They usually died, believing Two ~uestionswould bestsu_
they were destined for paradise by dyibgfot am ttyiDa to get across.
the Ayatollah Khomeini's cause. Some 1. If you were a young man back in the
might call them stupid, rather than patriot- '60's aDd orly '7O's, would you have signed
- ic-8Rd leyeldler'fteps,-bttt·theR what eheut --.-- up feF llle dMft? " ~ ..
those Americans who went to Vietnam? 2. Fortbose who answer ~~es,n would
The war in Vietnam IS unique in you have intervened if you saw someone be-
American history. Young men, considering ing beaten up in a subway station?
themselves patriotic and loyal, answered the Ponder over the two questions. It will
call to protect their country's interest in a reveal more about yourself than an inva-
strange land thousands of miles away. But sion of a tiny island could.
The.·Ticker •
Abortion:
Diversity
By Edmund UnnelaDd
The question of abortion never ceases to
be a controversial one. Some may have
thought the Supreme Court disposed of the
question with finality through its decisions
on abortion; however, due to the efforts of
those who favor the criminalization ofabor-
tion. and. to a lesser extent. to the efforts
of those seeking funding for abortion from
government. abortion remains a highly
visible topic on the American scene.
Let me be candid; after an agonizing
spiritual conflict, I concluded that abortion
was an act of taking an innocent life and
that criminalization of abortion is an inevi-
table corollary of that finding. There are
reasons, of which I am continuously and
painfully aware, for aborting one's
child that make that option seem an ab-
solutely necessary one. As much as I hope
that I will never approve of abortion, I also
hope that I never forget or make light of the
suffering that is too often the spark for
such a decision.
The Most Rev. John J. O'Connor, Roman
Catholic Archbishop of New York. has
noted a similarity between the philosophy
of many of the pro-choice movement and
one of the animating spirits of the Holo-
caust. He was roundly criticized for this
observation, but I think the criticism is due
to a failure to understand. what he is say-
ing. He isn't likening the terrified 14-year-
old patient to Eichmann, he is condemning
in the strongest possible terms the idea
that some people aren't really human. This
idea is contemptible when it is applied to
the handicapped. the terminally ill. Blacks,
Jews, the retarded, the unborn, or to any
other human.
The most weighty objections to pro-lifers
are: .A) that the objections to abortion are
.' a fuactiOn of a particular system of moral-
ity, and.since DO one with such beliefs is
forced to have an abortion, they should not
securetlte-pti5age-~-laws-pI'~ng­
those without such beliefs from I1ndergoing
that procedure; and B) that women will
seek abortions in any case. but will instead
go to the infamous back-alley butcher. The
first objection ignores the very basis for
making abortion unlawful: if one aborts a
fetus after seven weeks of gestation, or if
one strangles a chil,... seven weeks after
birth. an end-result is the same: the
child won't see its first birthday. In addi-
tion, government has a legitimate interest
in maintaining respect for life; the highest
duty of government is to protect the per-
sons and property of those in its territory,
prohibiting abortion protects the lives of
those yet to be born, and protects others
from being labeled as non-persons or not
human. The problem raised in the. second
objection can only be mitigated; and then
only through governmental action. There
are a number of things that can be done.
but the basic idea would be to allow women
who would otherwise get an abortion to re-
turn to their condition before the pregnancy
(There is a more accurate expression in
Latin. status quo ante. to describe what I
have in mind.), with the only thing differ-
ent being the time lost. if that is the desire
of the mother. If government makes abor-
tion unlawful. it then has the moral obliga-
tion to take strong action. hopefully through
\ existing private organizations with exper-
tise in this area, to mitigate the awful
aspects of such legislation.
If there is a. domestic moral issue that
will not simply fade away, it is abortion.
There cannot be much hope for us if we
take from innocent people, like the unborn,
the title of ,.human being." I know this is
not the intention. but the application to
other groups of the idea that the unborn
are somehow less than human will not be
far away, if this Pandora's box is not·
closed quietly.
Two Views on
Unity in
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Qpinions expressed in this section are not necessarily
those of The Ticker. Responses welcome.
By Adrian Resa JODes
Although I consider myself a moderate
on the subject of abortion, because I can
understand the pro-life point of view, I can-
not accept, under the circumstances of
modem-day society, abortion as a crime. At
the same time, I have strong questions
about the easy availability of abortion to
women who have had several abortions due:
to their own negligence and that of their
partners. _
Unfortunately, we live in a world that
does not adequately provide for the pro-
blems of unwanted and abused children,
and therein lies the real crime, Most peo-
ple who choose to have children instead
of abortions, keep them. Fathers of un-
planned children do not always stick
around. The demand among prospective
adoptive parents for minority children is
low. There are inadequate foster homes
available. Although there are many single
mothers who are very good mothers, many
teenage mothers are not emotionally
mature enough to give children the proper
care and attentio.. they need. The fact of
the matter is, most women who undergo
abortions do so not out of selfishness, but
because they are unselfish and they want
what IS best for their children, and
sometimes what is best is not to have
children.
At the same time as the fight is going on
regarding abortion, there is another school
of thought that believes that all people with
I.Q.'s under 100 should be sterilized and
that since-a large proportion ofth~epeople
would be black, blacks must be inferior
to whites. The man who came up with this
brilliant condusion is a Nobel laureate with
an I.Q. of 120. WrthoutaettiDI in 0 aU of
Africa" contr.....·dtat wetoday.take·-
for granted, let me say this: It is my opinion
that all people with I.Q.~s over 100 .:.o
!h.i.p.~ .tilg' .~~ _~~!~!- _~~._ev~Q~__ \,;~~ ..
should themselves be sterilized. especially
if they are into spreading their genes
around, particularly if we can prove that
that piece of idiocy is from a genetic dis-
order.
The pro-life people believe that abortion
is murder. This subject is as weighty as that
of the death penalty. Ironically, it is often
the same people who are pro-life who sup-
;port the death penalty. The reverse is true in
the case of the pro-choice people. This
leaves us something to think about. It is
often the poor and undereducated who
have unplanned pregnancies and it is often
the poor and undereducated who end up on
death row.
The above paragraph shows there is no
hope in extremism of any kind, and that
rather than having anyone tell a potential
mother whether she should or should not
have children, a mother should be able to
make her own decisions about her own
abilities to raise and to care for a child.
The real reason, and the most valid
reason for the legalization of abortion is the
same reason alcohol is legal; people will do
it anyway. It means more money for the
government when things are all nice and
legal. More pressing is the fact that illegal
abortions are dangerous, that the practice
should not be performed without the kind
of control that the authorities today have
over it. Women, especially unwed
teenagers, have always gotten pregnant and
they always will get pregnant. In the long
run, should abortion become illegal, I
wonder if the people who are pro-life will
;be willing to adopt children who are not
babies, be foster parents or do volunteer
work with abused and difficult-to-handle
children. If I had assurances that these
children would have a better chance at life
than they have today I would be open to
criminalizing abortion.
_ --~#-~ •• 4~_~_~~_--
Yours.
Peter Smith.
Junior
. Mar .,.·.1914
LETTERS
one was engaging in reckless or
obscene activities.
I am writing because I see no
reason why students may not use
the auditorium to study when class-
es are not in session. I am sure
other students feel the same way. I
am hoping that this message will
reach the administration so that
they will become aware of the prob-
lem. Why should students be de-
prived of space that is available but
is, nevertheless, being denied?
Sincerely,
A. Tymczyszyn
The women should be commend-
ed for their courage, self-confidence
and hard work instead of being crit-
icized for : 'flaunting themselves."
I think it was arrogance on your
part to decide that such an event
was not worthy of coverage.
Elizabeth Burnett
and Bahai suffer tremendously
under his grinding regime and the
Parsee rnay have been wiped out
already. Every night. EVERY
night. there are savage. executions
of ' •dissenters" who would not em-
brace Khomeini' s LAW. Refugees
have all spoken of the torture,
mutilation, and execution of friends
and loved ones, and of rampant
rape, robbery, sadism, slow kill-
ing. disappearances, and outright
destruction of homes, schools, re-
ligious buildings. human rights.
etc. When the curtain is lifted at
Khomeini' s death and departure to
hell. the revealed carnage and de-
struction may well be worse' than
we dared fear. After all, the hos-
tages were certainly not wined,
dined and put in luxury hotels, and
those who say they were are be-
yond redemption. The Shah. for all
his faults, was a fair ruler, mind-
ful of his people's happiness and
freedom.
Mr. Muhammad, enjoy your stay
in the" great Satan," and thank
Charles Martel. the grandfather of
Charlemagne, for stopping the Is-
lamic invasion of Europe before it
wiped out all Christendom.
ferent theories, the first three deal-
ing with internal influences. The
fourth one, however, dealt with ex-
ternal influences. which occur. to
quote Mrs. Cleveland. "when it's
the environment that's fucked up. H
Is the use of such vulgar language
a standard practice at Baruch? I
should hope not. Many people at-
tend school to better themselves -
to stay out of the streets - which is
just where Mrs. Cleveland and her
foul language belong.
Laura.J. Hearns
A Crime to Study?
More Mideast Rhetoric
Ms. Baruch Defended
Dear Editor,
Having no other quiet place to
study in the 23rd Street building, I
went to the auditorium. A few min-
utes later a security guard came in
and ordered me, as well as every-
one else, to leave. I asked him po-
litely, "Is there any reason why we
can't stay here?" His replay was,
"Because there's too much garbage
going on in here!"
This incident annoyed and an-
gered me. I had just begun to study.
Studying is not garbage! Further-
more. the other students who were
there were sitting peacefully. No
Stop by The Ticker
It's not too early to sign
up for next year.
Room 307 Student Center
725-7820/2
Expletive Deleted
Dear Editors.
I have a question that I would
like to pose to all of vou. I am at-
tending Baruch this semester as a
visiting student from SUNY at
Stony Brook. Among the classes I
am taking is Psychology 1001
taught by Professor Reichman.
As the good professor has been
out of town. his assistant Mrs.
Millie Cleveland lectured today.
Part of this afternoon's lecture was
spent discussing various theories of
abnormal personality development.
Mrs. Cleveland discussed four dif-
/
Dear Editor,
I would like to answer Mr. Mus-
tafa Taalib Abdullah Muhammad's
arrogant letter (April 25) about Is-
lam, and about Khomeini. His anti-
Semitism shows itself in his refer-
ence to "Zionist Jews" and their al-
leged aggression, when he is pur-
posely blind to the various unpro-
voked attacks made on the Jewish
people. The Palestinian crisis was
artificially infJ amed beyond the
point of no return because a mulish-
ly stubborn fanatic people would
not have the situation resolve itself
peacefully.
Now as to Kho mein i , let us re-
view the record. Has Khomeini af-
forded full freedom of religion and
faith to Iranians? No. Has Khomei-
ni made Iran a paradise. haven,
and sanctuary for Jews. Bahai and
Parsees? No. Has Khomeini given
women equal social and political.
status? No. Has Khomeini negoti-
ated with peaceful protestors, crit-
ics and dissenters. and offered
amnesty and forgiveness to the sup-
.porters of the Shah? No. And has
Khorneini encouraged full freedom
and support of every person achiev-
ing their full potential? NO! Kho-
meini has ruthlessly and systemati-
cally executed and genocided dis-
senters and minority groups. Jews
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Alumni Association Strife
When ·it comes to campaigning for positions in student government, it is ironic that those
who would represent us are frequently involved in unethical campaign practices. Once again,
this year's candidates have lived up to our somewhat less than great expectations.
As in years past, this election was marred by charges and counter-charges of defacement
of campaign literature. Posters representing all three parties were ripped from walls and
bulletin boards and destroyed. (See USA Accused of Campaign Misconduct p. 7). The most
embarrassing fact about this underhandedness is that the candidates for the Executive Board
from the parties had to meet twice in order to agree not to take down each other's flyers, as if
this should not be taken for granted.
All of the parties were in violation of Article V(O) of the procedures for Day .Session Stu-
dent Government Elections, which states that, "Electioneering is prohibited on any floor
where voting machines are located." Anyone walking through the 23rd Street building's lob-
by could see this rule was totally ignored.
Finally, several people were in violation of Article V(H&I) of the procedures by
"demonstrating in classrooms" and by "addressing a class in session without the permission
of the instructor." This defiance of the rules was carried to the height of absurdity in a
Psychology lecture session on May 3rd, when Brian Claro, a candidate for a lower
classman's seat on the Student Council nominated by USA, assisted in passing out teacher
evaluation forms while telling everyone to vote for USA on Row C. Why he didn't just grab
the microphone and announce his message is a thought to ponder.
It is true that most students are cynical of the DSSG and how it operates, The OSSG,
however, should be a trusted and respected body. When candidates set themselves up to be
rule-breakers, it makes us stop and ask one question: Who is really minding the DSSa store?
Once again, the issue of establishing a Black and Hispanic Alumni Association has been
tabled because of insurmountable differences between the representatives of the minority
association and the Baruch Administration (Ticker 9/25/83). For 15 months, both sides have
clashed rather than conferred, like two evenly matched juggernauts. with no results.
President Joel Segall claims that creating a separate Black and Hispanic Alumni Associa-
tion would" create racial strife" and" unneeded competition between two alumni associa-
tions.• ,
On the other hand, Joseph Sellman. chairperson of the Black and Hispanic Ad-Hoc com-
mittee and a member of the official association. contends that Segall holds .• an unyielding.
discriminatory position" towards the group, showing "a lack of concern and sensitivity
towards the Baruch Hispanic and black population." If what Sellman says is true, then
perhaps he and his associates should take a different tack in negotiating with the president
and the members of the existing Alumni Association. Instead of trying to hammer these
perceptions into the minds of the administration, Sellman should gently, but resolutely.
convince the administration of his group's sincerity and positive purpose.
A criticism of the proposed association is its name. By calling it .. Black and Hispanic. ,.
other minorities, such as Asians, will feel excluded or would not readily join the group.
While Sellman has said the association would not bar other minorities from joining. it would
be to the group's advantage to re-name it the Minority Alumni Association.
The Black and Hispanic Alumni Association is not a threat to the existing association.
While it will be a separate organization, it will not restrict alumni from joining either or both
associations.
However. all this is meaningless unless there is a spirit of compromise between both
groups. What is also essential is both parties resolve their differences quickly.
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Dear Editor.
In answer to your editorial. "The
Circus Is Back"- in the April 25th
issue of The Ticker. I would like to
say that you have a responsibility to
the Baruch community to objective-
ly report the news regardless of
------IIII!I------------------------------------1 your opinion.
. ,
, ,
!
.,~J
Librarian
Baruch Scholar Lecture
Continued from Page J
further employment. Biddle nar-
rowed his choices to positions in
the New York City metropolitan
area. having worked previously in
New York. Having an interest in
public higher education, Biddle
was attracted to CUNY. Finding
several open positions within the
CUNY system, he chose t~ posi-
tion at Baruch because it offered
more challenges to him than some
NEWS
position as Associate Director for
Planning and Development (at
SUNY-Buffalo). he IS thoroughly
familiar with the procedures which
govern the Baruch library. Further-
more. he has remained current with
library personnel and develop-
ments throughout the country." He
concluded. ,. He. 41 am sure. wilJ
feel comfortable immediately. As
they say in some adrni nistrative
circles, 'He will hit the ground run-
ning.·" .
Biddle recognizes the problem of
space that has been an on-going
problem for the Baruch library.
"We need more space for library
materials, more space for student
use of those materials."
DC On the recent unsuccessful at-
= tempt to secure a building on 19th
~ Street to provide additional space
:: for the library, Biddle commented.
i!: .. I think that was a disastrous
~. event, but we have to look at alter-
~ natives. " He reports that work is in
V2
e progress to expand service facilities
! to the 4th floor of the 24th street
~ building, but that, "The long-termesolution would have to be either
DC additional floors in this building8 (24th Street). or space in this gen-
eral area (7th floor, 24th Street). to
StaII.o. Ii". BIddie Biddle mentioned plans to intra-
of the other positions that he was duce new systems that would en-
considering. able users of the Baruch library to
Biddle considered the change of have access to resources in other
geographic environment, "moving colJege libraries.
from a self-contained university in For now, however. Biddle's im-
Buffalo. which is like a city unto mediate concern is to familiarize
itself. to a college that's way inte- himself with the procedures and
grated into the city here." He also the facilities of the Baruch library
looked at the differences between before a general direction toward
the roles of the university and the improving the services and facili-
college. "The university has certain ties of the library. But at least one
goals and objectives and programs vote of confidence for Biddle is cast
to meet those goals; the college has by McDermott. "He's not coming
. different goals and objectives. and into a disaster. He is coming into a
. different resources to meet those basicaDy well-developed and re-
goals, I have to Jearn more about spectabJe situation "?th a. hisf!Jy
the goals and objectives of Baruch ~mpe~ntstaff; so he s not iDherit-
€ollege,anditow-tbelibrary can -~IR8 a QIHstef!-, .byan, lReellS. Se
.help meet these .goals. .. our' COF.5dence·ts" secure: fmean.:
However. McDermott expressed ~he library is in g~ shape and. he
confidence that Biddle would sue- IS a proven administrator of high
cessfuIJy adapt to the change in compe~ence. so none of. u~, are the
surroundings.•• By virtue of his least bit nervous about It.
The l1cl•...
.'.. '
lege majors and trade school de-
grees with possible careers.
It is then the job of the counse-
lor to take the "results and discuss
it with students," said Cancellare. 1----------------------------The discussion is, however. option-
al. One attribute of the program is By Mk:haet , ••hln_try In introducing Wartofsky. Pro-
that everything, from choosing ......------------- fessor Robert McDermott, the pre-
which part of Discover the individ- Marx Wartofsky, Distinguished senter of the Spring 1983 Scholar
ual wants to use, to the number or Professor of Philosophy, was the Lecture on Gandhi, cited Wartofsky
amount of time he or she uses it, is featured speaker at the Spring 1984 for his wide range of interests. He
flexible. Baruch Scholar Lecture held on "is a person who reads, writes, and
April 30th in the Faculty Lounge of lectures in a variety of fields, more
Student Personnel Services pur- the 24th Street building. The title disparate than most faculty, lee-
chased the TRS Radio Shack Model of his lecture was, "Vision and turers, and scholars would attempt.
H and printer, yet this is only the Praxis; Styles in Art As Ways of running from science and the phi-
initial extent of financing. The soft- Knowing." losophy of science, to the theory of
ware, Discover, which lists at This lecture, which was the fifth knowledge OJ: epistemology or
S1,700 and the licensing another Baruch Scholar Lecture, was spon- knowledge. history, theories of cul-
51.500 is on lease on an annual Q I· f LOf P poll . . and fsored by the ua rty 0 I e ro- tore, tics, eeonomics, , 0
basis from the American College gram at Baruch. The Scholar Lee- course. the arts, •• said McDermott.
Testing Program. ture series, which is coordinated by In his presentation,Wartofsky
Another software package. Pro- Dr. Susan Locke, Professor of Psy- presented his thesis concerning the
file Plus, may also be delayed or chology and Baruch Scholar Faculty relation between art history and hu-
aborted all together as a result of Advisor,was created to serve four man vision. Wartofsky said. "Visu-
the late introduction of Discover. main purposes. al perception has a history. and his-
Profile Plus is a data base which According to Locke, "the pur- . torical perceptions are, in a fonda-
may further augment Discover by pose of this lecture series is four- mental way, the result of eba.
matching students', or alumni '5, fold. First, to provide a forum for in the forms of pictorial representa-
preference of career. geographic recipients of the Baruch College tion in art." Wartofsky added that
location and salary with the jobs Presidential Award for Distin- ";to put this in its most radical
made available by the Planning and guished Teaching -and Distin- form. his thesis is that human '
Placement Office by employers. guished Scholarship, University, yision is a cultural artifact, created
Profile Plus was tentatively sched- Distinguished Professors and other and transformed by the historical
tiled to be in effect by next year. members of the faculty who have practice of representation in art."
For students interested in using demons~tedoutstandingaeadem- Wartofsty. who receatly came to
Discover. the schedule for the rest ic perforlnance." second. Uto give Baruch, isanativeNewY.olter~
of the spriag semester is 9:30 to recognition to students who are re- received hisl.A., M.A. aDdPILD.
5:30 Monday through Thursday cipients of the Baruch Scholarship &om Columbia UDivasity. For 2S
and 9:30 to 12:30 on Fridays. You Award," third. "to expose Baruch years he lived in BostOll where be
must make an appointment with Scholars to inspiring role models became professor aDd tbeD ehair of
Betty ScboenberBer at 725-4459 at who C8:n promote ~ S!~dents~ in- the.~t. of Pbj~1 at.~
the Counseling Center to use Dis- terest m scholarship, and finaI1y, BostonUmverSity., ID 1983 be was
~o-:ur~~a·-n~!a~~a~:.~ .tts.u,a}~~t_a.k!. ,!' &~!9~~~~azqge.ut_~-.~.av. JJ~~M,,·..DiII1T t. •
nc 10 n Ill, between faculty and· students. auishecl Professor « PlliIoeoph,..
--'.'~.'.. '.... '~...:~:'" ·...xs'"""""
f::;~:~ .._:.- _:i~
~." . :'.fo;~';'
••.;c~....."-
.' ~.
TheIBMXT
A
floppy (as in the PC)." In addition,
Stephan points out that the
"maintenance charge on the XT is
less than on a dual diskette PC,"
which DiMeo favdrs in spite of the
.. fact that the PC cannot store all of
the diskettes, and that each diskette
needs to be manually removed or
ordered separately. " Kirschner re-
ceived the disk system in the after-
noon of Career Day, cutting it close
to the end of the semester.
Discover is -an interactive career
guidance system specially designed
to assist the student in ascertaining
their career goals by paying special
attention to the student's interests,
abilities and values.
The suggestion to get this came
from Denise Cancellare, Director of
Career Counseling and Placement.
She "suggested to the department
that the Counseling Center's efforts
could be helped by Discover. Some
students who might not approach
the Counseling Center may be in-
terested in this (and it) would help
the Planning and Placement Office
in that (they) work with seniors;
and if they get to their senior year
and are still undecided as to what
they're going to do, it makes it very
difficult to place them. So that by
helping another office in reaching
out to more students . ... it would
be better- (for her department):'
Cancellare and Kirschner contend
that by introducing Discover, this
can be avoided.
Discover is intended to allow stu-
dents to take an inventory of their
interests, abilities and values; ana-
lyze jobs based on scholastic or' ap-
titude tests or career tests taken
previously;' list brief or detailed
descriptions of 400 vocations and
1,000 job titles and match up 001-
first-hand basis. He said. ,. If you
. have a lab facility, it must fit the
needs of all users. This is hard be-
cause the instructional objectives of
an undergraduate introductory
course are very different from those
of an upper-level graduate course.
When you have a classroom. [as is
426] you can configure the hard-
ware, design the programs and de-
sign the procedures for operation
for a particular group." He contin-
ued. "There are certain abstract
concepts in the course that are dif-
ficult for students to comprehend;
here they wilJ he able to grasp
those concepts with a professor or
instructor in the Computer CJass-
f; 13 room supervising."
. 3 The XT's and the Computer
E Classroom were scheduled to be in
I use this past February, but pro-blems did occur. These included an. initial order in August to IBM, to
which they responsed that a 90- to
l2O-day delivery period would be
required; the XT's arrived unex-
inserted into the machine for use. pectedly in late September, minus
The more a diskette is handled, the certain programs, some of which
greater its chances of being dam- "to this day have never shown up,"
aged. said Stephan. Also delaying the
TheECC is not a branch of the start of operations was the in-
statistics department and as the completed electrical work. Said
ECC serves everybody, it is "by Stephan, "There's a lot more than
force of numbers" that they are buying equipment 10 order to
associated with the statistics depart- establish a personal computer
mente What DiMeo did not make classroom.' ,
clear was that up until last year, the At this time, the 18 work stations
ECC was a part of the statistics of the statistics department's
department. He added, uWe're Computer Classroom are opera-
here to serve the entire school," tional, and wilJ be in use Monday
and said, ., Even my personal PC through Friday from the opening
is used by students," as he pointed on May 1st for the rest of the
to an. IBM computer in the comer semester.
of his office. To r6undout tht, operation,
But Stephan, who received his "This summer my colleagues and I
Masters degree from Baruch, feels will be working on our own time to
. tAM IUs own~ieR58Rd pti-'--speed -up-the'de"elopment process
ticipation witttthe statistics depart- - and matc:e up ror'lost time,"said
ment and the ECC have allowed Stephan. He added, in reference to
him "good sense" with regard to the XT, "Cheaper, in this case, is
problems of today, since he wit- better. We minimize personnel, and
nessed previous operations on a simplify procedure."
Discover Finally On-Line
By Peter AbjobD
DIlen.
Discover, the interactive career
guidance system. was late this
spring due to delays in shipping.
However, the program was set
up in time for Career Day, April
28th.
IBM XT's ·Installed After Delays
By.Ira Kom
After months of delay, 18 IBM
XT's have been installed in room
426. by the statistics department
amid growing tensions between
the department and the Educa-
tional Computer Center (ECC).
As reported in The Ticker
(3/21184), the XT's were behind
schedule in their hook-up and were
not beiRg,·utilized.
John DiMeo, Director of the
ECC - .feels. that the XT was not
the best purchase the school could
have made. "For every threeXT's,
they oould·· h8¥e had five IBM
PC's," said DiMeo, who was hired
last May.
. However, Instructor ·David··
Stephan, one ofthe members of the
committee that chose the XT, said,
"Even though the XT is 40 percent
more than the PC in initial price, it
is a better educational value." He
continued, "On simple cost basis,
over the life of the equipment, it's
cheaper." Stephan explained that
the XTis a better value than the PC
in personnel, upkeep and opera-
tions areas. One reason for this is
the menu, which offers a listing of
different programs that are
available, along with instructions
that clarify use of those programs.
This eliminates the need of having a
person available to give simple
directions to a student. Therefore,
Stephan said, "with very minimal
training, any instructor can come in
with a class and make maximum
use of equipment."
DiMeo added that the XT's
represent "overkill" and willhave
"back-up problems" and that they
are !~..as.reliable'~-.as-the.P.c~.
'Stephan; on the other hand; said,
"There is no backup," since every
computer has a master copy. He
also said, "A hard disk is a more
sophisticated .instrument than a
The most recent delay was an
operating disk system called the
CPM Instructions .for Software, an
important component of Discover.
According to Carl Kirschner. the
Assistant to the Dean of Student
Personnel Services, ", . . the in-
formation sent by the American
College Testing Program did not
indicate that (the system) had to be
', ......... -" .
--- -.----
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BEACON THEATRE
BROADWAY & 74th STREET 874..1717
TICkets ·1wJable at the·Beacon Theatre Box Office and Se8ct
'DI:Ml1NJN- Outlets.To Charge TICkets bV phone:Cal 0lar9t
at 212-944-9300 or l8IetQ1 at 212-947-5850
"AN EROTIC FAIRY~
TALE:'
-:-';EW YORK MAGAZI:-';E
"THIS IS A FILM LIKE NO
OTHER, AN EXPERIENCE OF
CONSTANT ASTONISHMENT,
BEAUTIFUL, AT ONCE REAL
AND DREAM..LIKE:'
-Archer Winsten, ~EWYORK POST
"IRENE PAPAS IS STRONG
AND DYNAMIC~'
-Roser Eben. CHICAGO SUN.TIMES
"FUNNY:..HALLUCINATORY..
FANTASTIC!"
- Vincent Canbv, NEW YORK TIMES
May'8, I",
S<.r«nplay By Gabriel Garcia Marquez
(Nobel Prize Winner,1982) •
BASED ON A SELECTION FROM HIS NOVEL
"100 YEARS OF SOLITUDE"
GABRIEL GARCIA MARQUEZ'S
EI\&NDIR7\
STNWNG IRENE PAPAS
E M1RAMAX FILMS corp. 1934
exaUSIVE ENGAGEMENT
Uncoln Plaza CInema I~~l
63rd&. 8'way opposite lincoln Center 757-2280
_ : I .; _ .; t f. f. l f.i '1 /' J' • ' I . . • • •
JULY 23
JULY 25
JULY 09
JULY 16
JULY 11
JULY 18
• Placements in Major NYC
Corporations
• Office Skills a Plus,
but Not Always Necessary
• Gain Practical Experience
• Secure Excellent Contacts
to Assure Placement After
Graduation
• Work When You Want
Midtown or Downtown
$ TOP NYC RATES $
• • . r, I··.·~" '-1-'
JUNE 25
JULY 01
JUNE 27
JULY 04
JUNE 11
JUNE 18
JUNE 13
JUNE 20
Call Collect
NAT'L: (800) 221-1081
,
...
FOR FURTHER INfORMATION AND BROCHURES, PLEASE CALL
PACIFICO CREATIVE SERVICE, INC.
NEW YORK: (212) 867-1092
~
/ ,
", ~; ~,' .. . ~. "i . ~ ", ., ~ _' '.:" ! ~". r : I ~
14 DAYS JArAN / HONG KONG / CHINA
<,
fROM: LOS ANGELES / SAN FRANCISCO
$1,696.00
FROM: CHICAGO I NEW YORK
$1,896.00
HOW DOES JAPAN DO IT?
YOUR QUESTIONS CAN BE ANSWERED .
'AL TECHNICAL
INDUSTRIAL AND CULTURAL
SEMINAR
TOUR COST INCLUDES AIR fARE AND fiRST CLASS ACCOMMODATIONS
DEPARTURE DATES:
Student and Graduates
These are just a few of the many jobs in which we can place you:
Receptionists Typists/Secretaries
Clerks Word Processing
Stock/Messenger Data Processing
Accounting/Bookkeeping Computer Operators
Key Punch and CRT Operators
JOVAN
TEMPORARIES INCORPORATED
61 Broadway-26 Floor, New York City
PHONE (212) 514~9400
LOS ANGELES:
SAN FRANCISCO:
CHICAGO:
NEW YORK:
THIS TOUR IS B"ROUGHT TO YOU IN COOPERATION WITH;
JAPAN EXTERNAL TRADE ORGANiZATION NISSAN MOTORS
JAPAN PRODUCTIVITY CENTER TOYOTA MOTORS
MARUBENI (SHOSHA) SANYO
NIPPON STEEl CANON
SONY
Summer Employment
WE NEED BRIGHT, ARTICULATE PEOPLE TO FILL OUR TEMP JOBS
k" • •• • • .' _ ......~... 0>
The TICker
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TbeTieker .....,...
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Provost
USS Hike
Possible
of Trustees to obtain a waiver of the
requirement that 30 percent of the
students cast ballots, but declined
to do so after the second vote.
Continued from Page 1
advertised in several newspapers,
including The New York Times. the
president said.· Resumes were sent
in and interviews were conducted.
After the interviews, the Search
Committee furnished the president
with three names and he made the
final decision.
The president said the committee
gave him the names of three can-
didates, but LeClerc "seemed to me
to fit precisely what Baruch College
needed .... He will be able to com-
mand the respect and allegiance of
the deans who will report to him."
Segall added, "The provost has to
be very sensitive to the feelings of
the faculty and work closely with
the deans and chairmen. He has to
be able to handle academic matters
like promotion and tenure. He has
to be strong, persuasive, calm and
judicious. "
the method of funding has yet to be
determined." The matter will be
brought before the Board's next
meeting at the end of the month.
The University Student Senate
(USS) anticipates submitting its
proposal to raise the organization's
activity fee to the Student Affairs
Committee of the CUNY Board of
Trustees for the committee's next
.meeting-at tbe..eDd of. the-month.
If the committee approves the
proposal, it will be 'submitted to th.e
Board for final approval during the
vSiine'meeting:Tbe -proposat--ddk --
for doubting the fee from the cur-
rent soe per semester. USS Execu-
tive Director Miguel Garcia said,
"If we don't get the increase, a lot
of services may be cut in the fall."
Grtffiti Artists _'!!III
Grllt OpperhltlHy For
T.tented InclWiflaIs.
S",k "."" .ui,i tNll
Charter
Tuition
Rise Tabled
Continued from Page J
Florence Siegel. Assistant to the
Dean of Students, "We will have to
wait and see;" the effects on stu-
dents of the non-implementation of
the revised Charter, which would
merge the Student Senate and the
Student Election Review Commit-
tee. The recent student elections
were run on the assumption that
the revision would be adopted and
that the Senate would be abolished.
Students at Baruch have historic-
ally been reluctant or un ... ble ~
vote in sufficient numbers to amend
the Governance Charter. The first
attempt to amend the Charter gave
Lecturers holding Certificates of
Continuous Employment the right
to vote at departmental meetings,
and 6 percent of the students cast
ballots on the question, according
to Storer. The second sought to
give the same right to tenured Col-
lege Laboratory Technicians. On
this attempt, 19 percent of the stu-
dents cast ballots. In the first case,
Segall appeared before the Board
For the first time in two years,
the City University of New York
will not raise tuition for New York
State residents. However, foreign
students face an increase of $500.
The current tuition rate is $1,225.
In addition, 350 CUNY positions
slated to be cut have been restored,
bringing the University-wide staff
level to 10,910, still less than 11,333
t~o ~s .JIgO,. despite em:~
ma~. .
The S2S computer fee may stiD be
passed, pending action from the
BOatd--ol'--nustea-.--Aceordina--ro
Martin Warmbrand, Secretary for
the CUNY Board of Trustees, "$2.2
million to be raised for educational
computing is to be discussed by the
Board's Finance Committee, but
"At The Manhattan Womens
Medical Center" the fmest
gynecological care is well within
your budget"'"
We offer a full range ot services
including prenatal care and the
medical alternative to an unplanned
pr~gnan\.·: .
Your relaxed consultation with
Dr. Andre \ehora\off - our Board
Ccrufied Surgeon - is absolutely
free of charge along with a preg-
nancv tc-t and counselme.
. ~
Our private facility i~ -upcrbl, equipped assuring you ofquali-
ry hospital care.
Convenient evening &: weekend appointment arc available.
FOR FREE CO:\SlLTATIO' CALL (212)473-6500
The Manhattan Womens Medical Center
115 East 23rd St. (Bet. Park Ave. So. &Lex.)
New.York, N.Y.
uCome see us - your well being is our concern:' ,\I
Thanks You
To All Students
BIP
USA Accused of Campaign Misconduct
Don't want full time? Workfor Kelly services! We have
3 locations to help you work a day, a week, a month 424
Lexington Ave. 949-8555-122 Bdwy-227-3282-1270
A vee of Americas 489-6137 - Word Process-
ing/Typists/Stenographers/Keep your skills high by us-
ing them.
Kelly Services. The_ ~~Kelly Girl" People
EOE-M/F/H
PRE-GRADUATION SALUTE TO
BERNARD M. BARUCH COLLEGE 1984 GRADS
JUNE 6th
"PANACHE" NEW YORK'S NEWEST DISCO
120 W. 43rd St.
6th & Broadway
S8 Advance
S10 At Door
BLACK & HISPANIC ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
DISCOUNT TRAVEL
Get an extra 4-5070 discount on any fare and on any airline
for domestic and international travel. Pay less if you buy
tickets from us instead of the airlines.
(212) 972-2345.
UP & AWAY TRAVEL
141 East 44th St.
By Ivan Cintron an agreement with Shaechter "not White and came to a "quasi-
to take down each others flyers:' agreement" .not to rip down each
Anita Shaechter and the United According to Shaechter, one hour other's posters.
Students for Action (USA) pasty later, USA flyers were missing from Clivner also questioned the
were accused of election miscon- the 23rd Street building and were xeroxed USA flyers, asserting that,
duct by Daniel Clivner, Indepen- replaced with BIP's. "The quality of the printing was
dent, and Po Sit, Baruch Indepen- Addressing the second charge, not professional. It was done on
dent Party (BIP), but were cleared the letter stated "at no time has school grounds."
of the charges by the Student Elec- any USA party member used any During a recess, Shaechter said
tions Review Committee (SERC). campus facility,- including the- copy Clivner was both unfair and wrong
Clivner and Sit, both candidates office in the Student Center, to in both his assumptions and the
for DSSG president, charged at a xerox election materials." Shaech- - manner which he brought them up.
SERC hearing April 30th that USA ter provided printing bills to back "1 was not informed until Siegel
and Shaechter, candidate for vice- up her assertion. The first, April told me. I felt it was too childish,"
president, tore down BIP and cn-. 10th, was for $73 at Kanter Press, how Clivner said he was going to
ner campaign flyers from bulletin 160 E. 23rd Street; the second, bring her up on charges,then reo
boards at the college and used April 27th, for 518.46, from Kanter; fused to specify what the charges
school copying facilities to print and the third, April 30th, for were.
USA flyers. 545.36. from Gallery Printing, 27 Concerning the flyers being
In a letter addressed to Florence Lexington Avenue. ripped down. Shaechter said, "This
W. Siegel, Assistant to the Dean of Shaechter's second letter read, might have been true in the past,"
Students, Clivner and Sit stated, "The charges filed against myself then she hastily added, "this is not
"Various members of the USA par- and the USA party are not only a policy of USA."
ty have maliciously - and with fraudulent, but they represent bla- Clivner responded about the
intent to interfere with the cam- tant harassment on the part of the veracity of his charges. "Keep in
paigns of others - removed flyers, BIP and Independent candidates. .. mind, USA's been in power for four
~~ersa~~her~mp~gnma~~ O~ners~dt~rewasawU~~ years.·'He~~dt~tMaIT~San-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
als from bulletin boards through- who saw Shaechter holding his fly- tana, who ran for president as an
out the campus." ers and attempting to put up USA 's, independent last year. told him.
The letter continues, "Our at- The witness, a recent graduate of " 'You have to be careful with your
tempts to resolve the problem with Baruch. did not testify at the hear- flyers.' ..
Denise White (current DSSG presi- ing because, according to Clivner, Sa Su, graduate student and
dent) and Anita Shaechter have "He felt he had everything to chairperson of SERC. said that be-
been fruitless. They merely ac- lose." by testifying against USA_ cause of the lack of evidence pre-
knowledged that there had been Asked to elaborate, Clivner said, sented by Clivner and Sit. there
such actions in the past and that "He didn't want-to go against were no "grounds for disqualifies-
they would attempt to prevent them USA. .. tion." Su also said that the prac-
in -the future, Such remarks are Shaechter said during the hear- tice of ripping down political flyers
tantamount to an admission of ing,"1 question the validity of his "seems to have been a problem (at
guilt, in our opinions." witness since he did not come for- Baruch) for a long time."
Sbaechter wrote two letters ad- ward. " SERC also dismissed the copying
dressing Clivner's and Sit's During the hearing, Clivner said, charges on May 1st. Siegel said,
,.-. ~""P;_'8·>""'i~.MiJ,,~~"'~·~d.~1-t.•~~~.._1~~-~~Jn'ougb- . oDe-app:ar~ t9-J1ave.
poster-pulling and copying charges placed ISO flyers in the 23M Street had the date changerl (the April
and refuted them, stating, -UWith building. My signature is in the 10th bill.) SERe has verified the
respect to the first charge, neither roll book. When I returned Wednes- signatures of those who signed the
-'m3'seTtrioFany-membeioftne"USA dday-fi1ornmglAprtt25)a"t9:"4S-a:m•• _. 'bilts:."" - -- ---- .' '-'
party whom I know of has removed much to my surprise, -three posters - - SERC members attending were
any opposition flyers from the bul- were left intact." Clivner said that Keith Brotherson (evening ses-
letin boards." The letter went on to he, along with Sit and Richard sion); Michael Gottesman (day);
state that on April 10th, Neil Weiss, Akuettey, BIP candidate for vice- Janet Griffith (graduate); Manuel
BIP candidate for treasurer, made president. met with Shaechter and Madeiros (evening); and Suo
GRADUATING?
Join the graduating classes of years past and
-let our expertise help you get started. Group 3
Personnel places college graduates in: Adver-
tising, publishing, communications,
marketing, Finance, etc. We're here to help
you develop your resume and interviewing
skills. We'll start you on the road to success.
Some typing required,
•
SUMMER BREAK?
Need job experience and money? Work for
one of our clients this summer and earn both.
Typing required. Group 3 personnel Inc. 500
Fifth Avenue New York, NY 10110 Suite
414 (212) 921-0800 Fee Paid h Ailene
SS/hr. for participation in a visual percep-
tion experiment. SUNY/School of
Op tometry, 24th & Park. Call 420-5154.
Two farm fresh slices of riptlffomato
e
Bet.Broadway • Park Ave. So.
Mon.-Fri. 70m -lOpm sat. 70m - 5pm
Sandwich
IIerft--1IIakeaItSO fP8CIaL
A big. toasted. fiYe-inch sesame seed bun. -
Crisp. iceberg lettuce.
7
"WDOPPER@
ga·EXPRESSTM
40 East 23rd St.
zesty catsup and real mayonnaise:
p------------'·I---~---------~j99¢ ... . ..ii~ .. . .. !
I •ch II Sandwich II with this coupon II with this coupon :
I~. Good only at Whopper I~ Good only at Whopper II Express «J E. 23rd. ST. I I Express.w E. 23rd. St. I
I £xp. 5/12/84 I I Exp. 5/19/84 I
~------------~._~----~------~
SOCIAL CHANGE JOBS
Professional positions with Public Interest Groups
(PIROs) available nationwide. Work on environmen-
tal/social justice/arms control issues. Send resume to:
Janet Domenitz/PIRGs/37 Temple Place/Boston, MA
02111. (617) 423-1796. Summer jobs also.
TEMPOSITIONS - WE'LL PAY YOU TO
GO TO SUMMER SCHOOL IF YOU ARE:
1 - Typist
2 - Receptionist
3 - Secretary
4 - Accounting-Figure Clerk
5 - Word Processing Operator
Personal Computer Operator
We'll give you summer work that is also a course in the "real
world." Learn what you want out of a job - and what you don't.
For more information, call Dolores Russo at 490-7430 or visit our
office at 420 Lexington Ave. (43rd), suite 555
For downtown, call Judy Rodriguez, 227-5300, 45 John St.,
(Nassau) suite 905
For Long Island call Fran Mancini, (516) 673-7100, 200 Broad
Hollow Rd., Melville
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vice Baruchians during registration,
help with finding available hous-
ing, and usually lend an ear.
~. Duggan says, HIt's -important that
Helpliners not give advice to
another student. It would be
wrong. His opinion is only good to
himself or his friend."
Baruch's Counseling Office,
which is staffed by professional
counselors who, in many cases,
have experienced psychoanalysis'
themselves, provides counseling
services for all students, some of
whom are homosexual or bisexual.
According to several of the
counselors, the problems of these
students are not very different from
those of any others, except that the
anxiety resulting from their lifestyle
may sometimes tate its toll on other
areas of their life.
"Because they're concerned
about their sexual orientation, this
may interfere with their studies,"
said Dr. Ann Hiscox. Often
students may be wrestling with
whether or not they should come
out of the closet. Dr. Viola
Rosenheck explained that the
dilemma as to whether or not one
anything against the school per se,' should make their sexual orienta-
replied Lewis when asked if the tion known is stressful since
GSA has experienced difficulties students may have to face fears of
with the faculty or administration. possible rejection by those who are
~ 'The school has been very helpful, important in their lives.
especially the Student Center." Dr. Jack Scharf, who said that
Shirley, however, explained that "there is so much guilt, shame, and
although the club as a whole does fear," associated with sexual alter-
not experience "a lot of harass- native lifestyles, explained some
ment," they do "get enough to students seek. counseling "because
recognize the homophobia that ex- they're upset by their orientation,
ists in the school." The difficulties they want to change it, some are
often arise when flyers posted by just in conflict about it." Though
club members in regard to upcom- the counselors themselves do not
iag ~nts are torn down. Theuab ~ '.__ .......~.oe- '
the praDks are not senoa. ones, ty·s· perceptiOns.:~ the
Lewis saidtbeUjll\funiJe" behavior decisions some individ8als feel they
on behalf of some Baruchians would like to make. ScharfaJso ad-
makes' it Uobtious that society has ... dtd that usomestudaus lie bavi:Dg .... _.,
to grow up, we have to learn." problems that have' nothfrig' to' dO~
In view of the discrimination at least relatively, with their sexual
faced by individuals with sexual al- orientation. "
ternative lifestyles in our society, Dr. Roy Senour, Director of the
and the controversy the subject Counseling Office, pointed out that
has created, the club also functions_ students who may be concerned
about their reaction to individuals
with differing sexual lifestyles
should "visit with us, to help them
to understand their own feelings,
their own fears, whatever is related
to their homophobic reaction."
Senour also stressed that the
counseling services are completely
confidential, and that students can
choose from a male and female
staff of varying backgrounds.
The club's response to ..
'homophobia is postive action, or '--:'~
lecture presentations. Members feel
that by educating the Baruch com-
munity about sexual alternatives,
misconceptions and fears surroun-
ding the issue can be discussed,
debated, and put into proper
perspective. "One of the ways you
make people ready for something is
by exposing it to them illIIIIINally,"
said Lewis, who 'like other '-
members, feels the topic should be ,-.. "::
~~inme~. !
Shirley feels that college cur-
riculums are often "extremely lack-
ing" in courses wbleh deal
specifically with other sexual
prefereuces. "At least one cOurse
sbOUld·be offered.U 'she-Said. "One
course, is mandatory to deal with
the iSsue." Here at Baruch, the
PsyeheIoay DI,. tmc::at -offers a
course titled "Sexual Altemative
Lifestyles,.. ..lit by Professor
John 8aJwwllokoa sick 'eave dIis.
semester. In edIt-. coUnes at
Baruc:b. Sbilley said, ,·tIIere....... --.
be a IiIde more empNsis." OIl die~
... aIthouab she speca.... tMt A- ''; ..
.-e pml'asoca "may feel.. iR- . ""
t!~~,~~u ..by.:. ~~~ s~~j~~t.
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Sexual Alternative Lifestyles:ASpecialFocus
______~ The Gay StacleDt AIIiaDce _
This piece is thejirst in d seriesof
Special Focus ar/ides which The , . .._. '
Ticker will publish every otherissue,;.~-. "
. ~'.~
cOntinulngnexrfalC Thir Speciat: .-----.,--~-------._._.----,-.-.
Focus series will present articles
which take a closer look at those
issues and topics which we feel may
be ofgeneral interest to the Baruch
community, or which directly af-
fect life' at our non-campus.
Though this is our last publication
for the school year: The Ticker en-
courase: readers /0 suggesJ other,
and reply to, articles appearing in
this series. .
Sexual alternative lifestyles are a
controversial issue in American
society. Despite research data
reported by experts in the field of
human sexuality such as Alfred
Kinsey and \Vil1iam H. Masters
and Virginia E. Johnson, whose
studies estimate that anywhere
from 10 percent of the world's pop- j,.
ulation (up to 20% in N.Y.), is
homosexual or bisexaal. Many of
those whc prefer members of the
same sex live in what society off-
handedly refers to as ••the closet."
However, ,a,t Baruch, there is one.
club whose doors are open wide for
those who choose to enter. The discrimination club members tions of men, gays are moreUWhy does any club form?"
asked Keith Lewis, president of the face waslikened to that experienced blatantly discriminated against.
Gay Student Alliance (GSA), which by blacks and other racial and Torres said that gays who are more
has been in existence for a little ethnic minorities where, "you wish "flamboyant" tend to "carry all
over five years. "We're a social you could hide that part of you the burden." Said Lewis,"Lesbi-
because you know there are people anism, per se, is better accepted
group, a support group. A lot of it out -there who would dislike you than homosexuality. Throughout
is education for the members and because of it." It is for this reason history a woman could always hugfor the community outside of the
club." Lewis, a member for three that those with sexual alternative another woman openly, whereas
years; during a pizza party held for lifestyles may choose to remain hid- for menito. do that - 'what's
club members one Thursday after_den and keep the closet door closed. wrong with him'." Both explained
noon, said, "One of the most irn- ••It is something you can keep in that society's macho standards, in
portant functions of the club is to the background," Lewis explained. combination With taboos regarding
get~ issues and gay people more "It isn't something that is readily heterosexuality, create misconcep-
otit"'1lilb the mainstream-and not.so noticeable. " tions abcMIt.llly-mcn-and their rela-
Some' club members, however, ti~ships--.9itfj rDale partners. uI
muchJn the background." h deal' h ....:_-=_: • . , -.-. • bas d ·tbBarflch's GSA is just one of four c oose to WIt dtscrumnanon guess It s eecause it to 0 WI .a
~1 b ..,.nt~: ... .th r't Uni ersit upfront. HIf they say 4Hey faggot!' sexual act that people make such a
....~~·~~st ~~~Y-·th--~Y.l~-,--;,{,'I just'look-at tbanand say, 6 you're-- tdI deal Kboul~"TUiies uffered;'~
~tem~~fes~Y1e:~&;~de:e~I-:t right",' saiClEnc Torres, tr~~rer, '~ever, ~s explained that
Hunter College have formed Gay who Joked abot-ut the phrase: Oh, gay ~oesn t mean I screw anoth~
Expressions, Lehman College l~k a~ t~ 1~, oh, aren ~,they man,. Itm~ 1 love another man. .
tudents ha e formed Gay Men at disgusting! Said Torres, some Shirley pomted out that although
tehman and Queens College of- people Just need to wake up and she's "not an expert," bisexuality
fers The'Gay Alliance. The remain- smell the coffee." ••seems to be becoming accepted...
ingCUNY colleges, whose student
centers were contacted by phone,
do not provide such club facilities,
a few replying that there was either
"some protest" from the college
community, or that plans to form a
club Udidn't get off the ground."
Baruch's chapter has tried to form
a network with other colleges in the
city, but plans "just didn't work
out," said Lewis, who does receive "People don't intimidate me," Said Shirley, "It's the acceptable as a support mechanism for its
newsletters from other gay student explained Shirley. '·1 don't come straight way of being gay, if you members, who, like other Baruch
organizations in and outside of up against a lot of hostility. I don't understand what I mean. Hetero- studalts, must juggle their studies
CUNY. feel it's necessary to wave a flag. I . sexuals believe that if you're gay with work, relationships, family,
Protest is all too familiar to those believe what you do behind you hate the opposite sex. Bisex- career plans, aDd the everyday
who prefer an alternative sexual bedroom doors is your own uality is looked at as being hip. squeeze. Tho., by and large,
lifestyle; alternative meaning a business. I don't feel 1 should hide It removes the threat if you swing m~rs say tile anxiety is man-
preference in one's sexual orienta- it or wave a flag. As long as what both ways." Torres said that if he ageeble, there are Instances when
tion for members of the same sex, you do doesn't burt anyone else." preferred a bisexual lifestyle he felt coesseling is advised. Despite
or for both sexes. Referred to as a Said Lewis, uThere isn't much dif- he would be better accepted. the fact that Helpline and Sa-
"hidden population, n by Dr. Bar- ference between discrimination "They'Il say:well, he's bisexual, he rudt's ComlSCling Office provide
bara Fox, Executive Director of the against homosexuals and anyone lites girls'." Shirley said that serVices for all stlldeDts Lewis said
Institute for the Protection of Gay else, except that every group prac- often times individuals who are gay tbedub refers individu8tswith aIter-
and Lesbian Youth, homosexuals tices it." or lesbian, "cover it up -by sayiDa native lifestyles to resources out-
- which refers to both gays, men Memlters also explained that they are bisexual," since there side of the c:oDeae. UI reaDy don't
who prefer male partners, and les- like other groups in society, in- seems to be less disaimination, think the counselors in the school,
bians, women who prefer female house discrimination is the most though she said she can only com- not to put them down or anything,
partners; and bisexuals, individuals destructive form of all. "You have ment on what she has observed but it takes a lot for counselors to
who choose members of both sexes, strict divisions· and internal fric- ithi d I b' social"'" past their own homophobia.
are faced with discrimination by the WI In gay an es Ian ~
dominant heterosexual community· tions because each one feels circles. And I'd rather not see someonethreatened by the other," said. W·thi the Baru h 0 um'ty have to deal with that. and be wor-for varied reasons according to club Inc c mm , .
members. Shirley. who explained that dif- club members say that in aeaeral ried about coming out, whereas I
"I do fcelthcre is a sense of ferenee of opinion exists between the road has been relatively know there are counselors that have
homophobia _ ianorance in the the gay and lesbian commtmities. smooth. Aside from sponsoriDa already tackled that problem and
-0-- "Homosexuals in the, closet," parties. the club's annual Poetrv can eak to the root of whatever itgeneral population," said Shirley, ' -...... J • n ~ ,
a club member who requested Lewis began, "or who reallv Contest has been a success~ its IS.
that her Dame-lie changed. HYoti haven't come·~,--ia-a--grou-p-they inceptioB three-years 88&. Membas Acxording .to .JoscpbDuggant
will always have people who are not too will join in the fagbashing, gay insist the contest is not "so much a Coordinator of Helpline, the gay
able to deal with their feelings '. .. jokes." The divisions are sharp- gay" activity, but instead was COD- and lesbian students who seek
their own repressed tendencies." ened by the fad that particular sex- ceived in order to develop counselina at Helpline are referred
. , ual a1~tivesare more readily ac- "something the entire school could to' professional counselors, often
Said Lewis, "I wouldn~t say It s cepted by the IarBer society thaD get involved with." Guest lectures throtllh GSA. 1bouIh the OYer SO
hostiHty. I'd say it borders on the others T and Lewis . ted and~ . ..1...... student voluDt bo mderlines of just atx>ut.anY.biaotrYtJu:rt . _ . ones .~~ . - . . .• ~!.~ JllP.~_...~ JIP!o'_ .. ~.;.... - k-' - .~.~ _1::::19~.
. " out that -due- to sOcietY's percep- offered. "I don't think 1 could say eI&&at-wee trainins program, 5eI'-
IS•
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STREET FAIR
THURSDAY
MAY 10" 1984
10:00 AM - 4:00
LOOK FOR OUR BOOTH AT
I . I .'-...I •
SUMMERYOUR
STUDENT CENTER PROGRAM BOARD
, .
ENJOY
..
We meet every Wednesday at 4:00 p.m. in Rm. 302 (Student Center)
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ed in careers in international busi-
ness.
Adams joins the distinguished
company of past Person of the Year
Award recipients who include Al-
bert Lippert and Professor Leslie
Kanuk. Lippert is the founder of
Weight Watchers International and
contributed S100.000 to endow a
chair in Baruch's Marketing De-
partment. Kanuk, a professor in
the Marketing Department, served
as commissioner of the Federal
Maritime Commission.
Awards will also be presented to
graduating seniors who have com-
piled outstanding academic records
and have contributed to the ad-
vancement of the Foreign Trade
Society.
In addition, most students look
forward to the dinner since it af-
fords a chance to meet outside of
school. Chiang said, "The interna-
tional marketing student communi-
ty is a tightly knit group, and The
Trade Society provides a focal
point for us. The Foreign Trade
Society is my pride and joy, and I'll
miss it after graduation in June."
Salem
Here, and There
Person of the Year
Line) and takes only 15 minutes to
reach downtown Boston via
MBTA's Red Line.
Travelodge 1100 Beacon Street,
Brookline (800-255-3050) Is located
near the Kenmore Square subway
station (Green Line) and price for
single rooms start at $55.00.
During the summer the
numerous colleges in Boston and
surrounding areas rent out their
. By Steve Appenzeller
The Foreign Trade Society will
be holding its 38th Annual Awards
Dinner for students, alumni, and
faculty on Thursday, May 10. The
highlight of the dinner, to be held
in the financial district's Harbor
Room overlooking New York Har-
bor and the Statue of Liberty, is the
presentation of the Person of the
Year Award. The award bas been
presented since 1946 to honor an in-
dividual who has made a substan-
tial contribution to the field of in-
ternational business.
This year's recipient, George A.
Adams, is a vice president of the
American Express International
Banking Corporation and a 1962
Baruch College graduate. Adams
was chosen by a committee offacul-
ty and students which was im-
pressed by his role in the interna-
tional financial community as well
as his continued dedication to his
alma mater.
Adams spoke before a fall For-
eigh Trade Society meeting where
he addressed issues of key concern
in the area of international banking
including developments in trade fi-
nancing. In addition to speaking on
international monetary affairs. he
is an instructor at the American
Institute of Banking. the World
Trade Institute. and the American
Management Association.
Foreign Trade Society president
O'Marie Chiang describes Adams
as a "warm. pleasant man with a
good sense of humor." These qual-
ities serve him well in his frequent
role of counseling students interest-
is 1692. The fear and panic which
spread through Salem started when
several young girls, who were stir-
red by tales of voodoo told to them
by a West Indian slave, began to
have visions and physical convul-
sions. After being declared victims
of witchcraft, the girls began to ac-
cuse others of having bewitched
them. At the height of this mass
hysteria, no one was free from
suspicionand more than 200 people
were accused of witchraft. 150 were
put in prison, 19 were found guilty,
and several were hanged before the
panic ended about a year later.
Since Salem is just a mile from
Boston, it is worthwhile to take a
side trip and visit this colorful city.
The Sights: '"
Witch Museum, /91h Washinll:
ton Square North. Guided tours are r-
available in July and August 10
a.m. - 7 p.m. and 10 a.m. - 5 p.m. r:
for rest of the year, and is closed "'~"
January 1, Thanksgiving Day, and
Christmas Day. Located in an old
church, this museum presents an
audio-visual program that traces
the events that occurred during the
witchcraft hysteria that took place .
in 1692 and 1693. Admission for
adults is $2.00 and for those under
12 years of age it is $1.00.
~tting There- If you're going by
plane, train or-bus from New Vork.
the easiest way to get to Salem is to
travel into Boston and then usecme
of the Massachusetts Bay
Transportation Authority's ser-
VIces.
By train from Boston; from
North Station t take the
Rockport/Ipswich train to the
Salem Station.
Founded in 1626 by Roger Conant By 1Hu from BoRon- Take the
Salem is best known for the Wit: l4OO:or 1450 bus. Bus 1450 h.,es
:b"criftllYSfeffiftliif'ocCiiiiecfihere-'- from Haymariet ·S<fUaii.- - - '. -- ._-
By RaiJ- Amtrak offers seven
trips between New York and
Boston with an excursion fare of
$45.00 round trip.
By Bus- Both Greyhound and
Trailways serve Boston with fares
as low as $40.00 if you travel at cer-
tain times.
empty dormitory rooms at low
prices. For more information con-
tact the respective college you wish
to rent a room from.
Getting There
By Air The most popular way to
fly to Boston is via the Air Shuttle
(LaGuardia-Boston). All day Satur-
day to 12 noon Sunday, the fare is
$29.00 one way. People's Express
serves Boston from Newark Air-
port and also offers cut rate fares.
Boston & Salem,
Massachusetts
Old State House, the site of the
Boston Massacre (March 5, 1770),
and Faneuil Hall, where frequent
protest meetings took place- as
Samuel Adams spoke against
British rule.
Beacon Hill- located, on the nor-
thern side of the Boston Common,
takes you back to 19th century
Boston with its narrow streets and
red brick sidewalks. Located here is
one of the oldest black churches in
the country, the African
Meetinghouse(8 Smith Court) and
fashionable Louisburg Square.
Faneuil Hall Marketplace is a
three building complex consisnng
of exhibits, stores, restaurants,
food markets, and entertainment.
The North End, the Italian sec-
tien of Boston, is where, on week-
"ends, you will find pushcarts laden
with food, and in July and August,
festivals are held to honor the
saints.
If you prefer guided tours you
might want to obtain information
from the following:
.soston by Foot" 77 North
Washington Street, (617-367-2345)-
Historic Neighborhoods Founda-'
tion, 90 South St.,(617-426-1898);
Hub Sightseeing and Tours;
(617-267-5200); .and Freedom Trail
Shuttl~Tours (617-426-8805).
Lodging
Su;s# Chalet Motor Lodge,
~, Mass. Prices start at
$23.70 a night. You don't have to
drive to Boston to use this motel,
,~~, it is located .right next to
tJl~ I Bhiibtt~'subway 'station· (Red
-,-.--1~-------,-------,-------------
trails, they are narrow, and driving
on them should be avoided if possi-
ble. The Massachusetts Bay
T rans 'p0 r t a tlon "Au ttl or i t Y
(MBTA), known as the "T"
operates four subway lines (Blue,
Green, Orange, and Red lines) in
the Boston area as well as many bus
routes. Fares start at 60¢, and
depending how far you travel, can
rise to $1.20. However, travel on
the subway in the downtown area
costs6O¢. All lines close down at
1:00 am until 5 a.m. the following
morning.
The Sights
The Freedom Trail- consists of
16 numbered historical sites spread
through downtown Boston and
Charlestown. Walking along the
Freedom Trail you can see 2 Y2 cen-
turies of America's history. You
can start at the Boston Common,
the oldest park in the country
(1634) where cows once grazed,
soldiers practiced, and witches were
hanged. The Common can be
reached by getting off at the Park
St. station. Other sites on the trail
include the Park Street' Church
(1809) site of the first public school,
The Old South Meetinghouse, the
All aIIIlMdoII of aeo-etric art prae.ady OD display at tile 8aI'IIcII Gallery, located .. die 22IId Street.(~),......
By Peter Stenzel
FEATURES
In 1630. 1000 puritans led by
John Winthrop arrived on the
Massachusetts coast wanting to
establish the Massachusetts Bay
Company. Finding living condi-
tions poor where they originally
landed, they moved to a peninsula
called Shawmut. The new colony
known at first as Trimountain, was
shortly renamed Boston after the
English town.
Today.Boston is well known for
its part in the American Revolution
and is called one of the most livable
cities in the United States. Called
"The Cradle of Independence,"
Boston is an urban center, yet it is
also a city of neighborhoods
(Beacon Hill, Back Bay) each pos-
sessing the charm of an earlier era.
Its population is more than
600,000, and when the 92 towns in
the metro area are included, the
population is more than 3,000,000.
If you've ever taken a course in
American History, a trip to Boston
makes what you've read in the text-
book come alive.
Getting Around- Since many of
Boston's streets followed cow
ers him to think that if he wrote a
sports column he would make one
or two mistakes about details of
a sports commentary.
Sarris enjoys watching movies
and confesses to being a voyeur.
He enjoys watching people and has
successfully made watching films
his career. Future plans for Sarris
include a trip to Cannes and writing
his memoirs. From his East Side
apartment overlooking Central
Park, it appears that Sarris has
come a long way and he and his
wife are now able to enjoy some of
the finer things in life. Though
others may find the idea ofwatching
movies for a living amusing, Sar-
ris takes it seriously. Check out
his column in the Voice this week,
you may learn something and be
entertained at the same time.
an age where no one wants to grow
up." He doesn't feel people are any
brighter than in the past. He claims
if we were so bright we wouldn't
have "a broken down actor in the
White House. " He also feels people
today are "naive. " Trying not to be
too discouraging, Sarris suggests
that there are jobs for people today
and money to be made. He em-
phasized the need for writers as
specialists who know a lot about
one subject. However he does not
want to be used as a role model
since he did not take the conven-
tional route. "You would starve if
you tried to follow my example,"
Sarris said.
Sports is one of Sarris' hobbies,
especially tennis, and he even writes
about sports occasionally for the
Voice. He says he doesn't really
know enough about it, and it both-
any of our cities?"
rhetorically.
In discussing the historical roots
of nuclearism, Lifton commented
on the initial tests of nuclear weap-
ons and how explosions affected
the scientists who were involved
with these experiments. "The men
seeing this (the experiments) in the
desert were bound to convert to
something, fortunately the majority
of them took on a survivor's mission
of warning the world about nuclear
weapons. But a minority embraced
the weapon, convereted to the
weapon, which became a deity.
. • all humans share
a shared fate • . •
if we die, you die."
•
documentary which included his
voice dubbed in, and he says he
would consider writing a movie or
being a consultant. He added the
example of The New Yorker is
Pauline Kael who often works as a
consultant.
Sarris had mostly good things
to say about the Village Voice.
Although he said it was once
"freer" or "looser", it is now tren-
dy and remains youthful, Over the
years he feels he has become more
professional in his work at the
Voice. However, the new addition
of computer ,terminals and word
processors at the paper does not
thrill him. Sarris is still content to
use a manual typewriter for his
work and is frightened of the long
term affects the terminals and
screens may have on users. Ap-
parently in the first few weeks at
the Voice. people who used the
word processors for hours at a time
complained of headaches. Sarris
also told the story of a reporter at
the N. Y. Times who lost her whole
novel somewhere in a computer.
Aside from his negative outlook
on the future of terminals replacing
typewriters, Sarris is quite up to
date with the changing times. He
acknowledges Michael Jackson's
success and says T. V. is the largest
medium for the public now,
especially cable T. V. He hopes the
public takes advantage of the
media.• ,They should absorb all the
knowledge they can. People should
be curious and skeptical and read
all they can to learn more 0 •• said
Sarris.
However. Sarris feels sorry for
today's youth because they are "in
ized, Lifton said that this knowledge
was liberating. "We can at least
now know where hope lies. Hope
does not lie with making arrange-
ments to survive, hope lies in only
preventing that event from happen-
ing." According to Lifton, the atti-
tudes of people are changing. How-
ever, it is not always for the bet-
ter. There has been a movement
from numbing, or just pushing
away the whole subject to fear.
Before that we had denial. The
attitude was it can't happen, no-
body would be that crazy. Now peo-
ple know it can happen .. , Lifton
"
said that the feeling among the
masses is now of frustration that
their opinion is doing little to com-
bat the problem.
In talking about nuclearism Lif-
ton touched on one of the dramatic
historical movements of the 20th
Century - the bombing of Hiro-
'shima by the United States. Here
Lifton criticized an attitude he at-
tributes to the present administra-~ tion which prescribes that Hiro-
::3 shima shows we can fight a nuclear
; war and recover because Hiroshi-
UJ~ rna has been rebuilt. "Hiroshima
= has been rebuilt," said Lifton, "be-e cause there was a viable outside
~ world to come in and rebuild it, but
8 if we use our present nuclear stock-
piles do you think that there will be
a viable outside world to. rebuild
• i t r ~ I. , . ( .
....
• . I .
tering as those of an opening
Broadway play, there is still an in-
fluence," he said, while also ad-
miting that the ability to persuade
an audience is limited.
Lawyers read all copy before it is
printed in the Village Voice. This is
a precaution taken in light of the
trend of lawsuits waged against
various publications. Sarris has
never been sued and does not con-
sider himself one of the rougher
critics in this town, especially in
regard to negative comments made ,
about specific actors. directors. and
producers. During our first conver-
sation he did make a few negative
remarks such as; Barbara Streisand
is a "nuisance" and Al Pacino is
"hitting bad times. " If you read his
column regularly you will discover
who are his favorite actors and ac-
tresses (ie. Kathleen Turner) as
well as the performers he doesn't
like.
Sarris believes "every good
writer can be a journalist, but not
vice versa.'· He feels modern writ-
ers are somewhat alienated from
the society. "Good writers are in
short supply" says Sarris who ad-
vises that good writing will come in
handy in any field a person chooses.
To the college student he says.
., Work. work. work" and make the
right connections through school.
As far as the movie business is
concerned, Sarris admits you have
to be a hustler to make films. It is a
terribly competitive business and
the people he knows are "com-
pletely committed." Sarris says just
because he knows about movies
doesn't mean he wants to make
then. In the past he did work on a
Nuclearism: Mind Over Matter
arts and literature." However. Lif-
ton echoed his disappointment in
the role universities have played
concerning this issue. "It's been
nothing short of a scandal that this
being the overriding issue of our
time. the threat of destroying
everything. and our centers of
learning have had precious little to
say about the entire is~ue." Al-
though Lifton stated that this has
been changing recently. he still ex-
pressed his dismay at the imbalance
of expenditures on the production
of weapons rather than expendi-
tures for getting rid of them.
In commenting on the recent re-
search done on "nuclear winter,"
which would result if a certain
amount of megatonnage was util-
, , , , 4
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By Laurie Nocedto
V.oice ofa Village Critic
Many college students may have
heard of Andrew Sarris because of
his weekly column in The Village
Voice. He is the senior movie critic
at the Voice and has been writing
for the paper for over 20 years. In
1960. when the Voice was "just a
throwaway paper, " Sarris wrote his
first film review of Psycho. Since
then his career has expanded, and
he is not only a writer, but a lec-
turer and teacher a~ Columbia
University as well.
A native New Yorker. now in his
50's, Sarris attended Columbia
University as a student many years
ago, and returned to teach there.
He is currently on sabbatical from
the school, but he still keeps busy.
His weekly column for the Voice is
one entire page and covers between
1 and 4 films a column. He has first
choice at what films he wants to
review. The other writers share
what is left.
Sarris did not begin to support
himself by writing until he was in
his late 30'5. During the struggle.
he wrote for whatever publications
he could and even had a job at 20th
Century Fox as a reader. He did not
keep the job though. for fear of a
conflict of interest. It would be
hard to work for a film company
and be a film critic at the same
time.
Sarris explained that' 'a critic
has to tone down his writing. You
don't realize how harsh something
is until you see it in print. You have
to realize how powerful print is in
our society. Although the reviews
for movies are not as earth .shat-
By Michael LashInsky
Dr. Robert J. Lifton. M.D .. a
man Professor Thomas Fraizer of
the History Department called.
"the greatest living authority of the
psychological effects of nuclear-
ism. o. spoke on that topic at a re-
cent lecture supported by the Qual-
ity of Life Program. Throughout his
presentation, Lifton. a psychiatrist
and psychohistorian at Yale Univer-
sity, emphasized one message: Not
enough is being done to prevent
nuclear war.
In his lecture on April 12th in
room 4 North of the 23rd Street
building. Lifton acknowledged that
•'something is happening at this
time that-is hopeful in regard to the
nuclear threat. We see it expressed
in the protest movements taking
place all over the world,. . . and a
beginning cultural response in the
,,-
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Lingk looked like your typical Clark Kent
with a blond crop. The audience was also
led to believe that these two. knew each
other. But after shooting the breeze with
Lingk for a few minutes, Roma introduces
. himself.
The office is a mess. Papers are scattered
all over the place. Even the phones are
:ipped out. Someone robbed the office.
Moss and Aaronow are the prime suspects
according to the audience. Roma sweeps
into the office and tells Williamson that he
just closed off a couple of deals and he
wants his bonus, the car. He doesn't even
care that the office was just ripped off. He
just wants his car. Levene then comes in
looking like a million bucks with a grand
smile and a cigar that did not smell too
good. He couldn't possibly have ripped off
the office. He informs the gang that he just
closed off an eight unit deal worth 82 grand.
He was on topof the-world andrrothing
could touch him. He gave off the impression
that everything would be all right again. We
actually feel happy for him. We could relate
to that·. That·is{Rtth.A-m&R-Wflo.wasOOwn
on his tuck has now bounced back on his
own two feet. All he said to Williamson
was, "Fuck you and kiss my ass." Well,
how do you likethat? Williamson gives him
a chance and he stabs him in the back. But
Williamson wasa jerk too because he knew
the deal Levene just closed off was to a cou-
ple of looney bins whose credit was .worth
null. Not only that, but Williamson also
ruined a deal that Roma was going to close
off to Lingk with Levene's help. That did
it. Levene started telling Williamson that he
didn't know shit and he shouldn't have lied
about taking thecontracts to the bank when
he didn't take them over to the bank...
Oops, that gave Levene away. Yes, folks,
Levene robbed the office. He begged
Williamson not to report him, but William-
son said he had to because .. I never liked
you." Aaronow later sits in the office and
says he doesn't really like this job.
The good point in this play is that it deals..
with truth. Not that all businessmen are
crooks, it's just that people in general are
not all that well off. There are poor,
helpless people out there who are not in a
position to help themselves. The play also
seems to say thateven if you are in the posi-
tion to do something, like Levene did in
robbing the office, you can't get away with
it. So you're damned if you do and damned
if you don't.
ARTS
GleaGany: "Not all baalaeamea are croob"
Baruch Entrepreneur SOCIety
Invites All To Our Discussion On
I_ntltylng The Alska .nd AeW.nll of
Climbing The Corporate Ladder
v••
Striking Out On Your Own
F.aturlng
Dr. Charles A. West, Author, Profeuor, Entrepreneur
Robert Monatt, Assoc. Editor, Black Enterprl.e Magaztne
155 E. 24th St. Am. 114
- s.turda" ,.., 12, 12.5 pm
Lunch will be served at 3:30 (Italian Food)
Old men in business suits, drinking mar-
tinis on the rocks. How utterly boring.
What can they say about themselves that
will change the American public's image of
the typical businessman? Are they
desperate con men? Do they lie, cheat and
only look out for #1? You bet. David
Marner's new play, GlenGarry Glen Ross
(for which he won the Pulitzer Prize) tells
of the desperate lives these real estate men
lead. They do not care about their jobs. Oh,
they care, but only to the extent of how
much they can sell, so that they'll get a
bonus.
The first three scenes take place in a
Chinese restaurant. Shelly Levene (Robert
Prosky), a top salesman who is down on his
luck, is begging the new office manager
John Williamson(J.T. Walsh) for some new
leads so he can establish himself as the top
salesman. We actually feel sorry for
'tevene, and hate Williamson; who looks so
cool, caIrn and aloof. Levene offers 10 per-
cent of his sales to Williamson if he'll give
him some new leads. Williamson wants 20
percent and SiOO ·upfront~ Fismng areund
in his pockets. Levene can only come up
with $30. Williamson gets up and walks out
on him.
The second scene involves Dave Moss
(James Tolkan), an Ed Koch lookalike who
even sounds like 'hizzoner'. He is dis-
satisfied with the way the office is being
operated. He concludes that he and George
Aaronow (Mike Nussbaum), a half-witted
nervous old man, must create some kind of
revenge, a robbery, and that Aaronow must
commit it. Moss wants to steal the lead so
they'll sell it at a buck a shot. Moss outwits
Aaronow with his mouth. He says that he'll
report Aaronow as an accomplice if he
doesn't do the right thing. Aaronow just
sits there with a dumb expression on his
face.
The strongest performance, perhaps,
comes from Joe Mantegna who plays
Richard Roma, a slick businessman com-
plete with wardrobe and mouth. Roma is a
very likable character, maybe because he is
somebody that everybody wants to portray.
He has got the looks, the charm and he can
even strike it rich if he weren't such a shit,
trying to swindle people, selling them land
that they cannot afford. In the beginning of
the scene, Roma is talking about life to
James Lingk (Lane Smith), a guy who was
at the right place at the wrong time. He tells
Lingk, "I'm insecure." That was prob-
ably horsechips. He only said that because
***
Conventional wisdom holds that it's best
to skip a show if you're not feeling up to it,
but one will occasionally make a sacrifice in
the hope that the show will have some
redeeming value. Sadly, The Production
Company's The Road to HoDywood doesn't
measure up. It's possible that the late
show, overwork and fatigue served to mag-
nify this drivers flaws; it's possible, but
not likely.
The Road purports to be a spoof of a
Bing and Bob •. road" movie, though it has
few parallels. It is January 1941 and vaga-
bond hoofers Beau Hartman and Tappy
Butler (Michael Pace and Gary Herb),
whose tap dancing seems weak, are
.. Schleppin ' on the Road" to Chicago,
where they land a gig at the Calmer House
Hotel. They hide their dog, Baby, check
into the hotel and befriend a bubbly clean-
ing woman, Babs (KayCele). Wflose eye is
also on Hollywood. Her boyfriend the
house dick. Dick (D. Peter Samuel),
doesnt trust the two, but he's soon as-
signed to protect Queen Minnie and Prin-
cess Dorothy of Lournania's (Maggie Task
and Bebe Neuwirth) jewels. Cabaret singer
Diva Rita (Nora Mae Lyng) and her Cuban
cohort Frankie (Scott Fless) plot to steal the
jewels, but bungle the robbery. The gems
are fake, as are the" Loumanians,·' a
Brooklyn jewel dealer and her daughter, a
"Miss Grand Army Concourse Plaza.' , The
filler includes some drag, mock Spanish
accents, camp, and a few slight numbers.
Overall, I can't recommend this show. Nora
Mae Lyng , however, does triumph over
mediocrity and, along with some genuinely
clever tines and scenes. saves the show
(along with Ms. Cole).
Sets are by Kate Edmunds. lighting by
DebraJ. Kle tter , costumes by Sally J.
Lesser and orchestrations by Robby Mer-
kin. Chief choreographer is Lynette Bark-
ley and Word Baker is the director.
Theatre Guinevere. /5 West 28th Street,
N.Y.G.
nation"), who might croon "Pride is the
Cardinal (Cardinal's?) Sin.". "Oh,
Chicago!" explores the city's hot-tempered
violence, and "Home Study" depicts two
.teachers robbing a former student, one
voted "most likely to succeed." "If the
state won't provide for its teachers," goes
the logic, "our students should.~ In "The
Use of Television," gatBe-show host Raoul
Bamburger mocks Mother Teresa ("no
plaster saint is gonna make a fool of Raoul
Bamburger!U) and Eastern Europeans. The
closing number, a flippant, insensitive piece
decides uWhat the Hell, Who Gives a
Damn," is an acceptable reaction to U.S.
intervention in Latin -America. Luckily, a
free set of clever and comic improvisations,
this group's specialty, follows.
Orwell is running at the Village Gate
(Bleecker at Thompson, phone charge
475-5/20 or 473-7270) and is directed by
Bernard Sahlins with music by Fred Kaz
and production by Sahlins and Art D 'Lu-
goff. The show is delightful, insightful. and
under fifteen dollars.
-Carolyne L. Abernathy
OrweD That Ends WeD, the Second City
Improv Troupe's latest offering, is a lively,
romping, often sophisticated show that
draws its material from that vast reserve
that is American culture. Our relationships,
our religions, philosophies and politics are
lampooned with amazing precision by this
talented gang of six (Meagan Fay, John
Kapelos, Richard Kind, Mike Hagerty, Isa-
bella Hofmann and Rick Thomas). While
their outlook is decidedly American (and
middle class), their inspiration is the so-
called second city, Chicago.
In "Reunion;" the cast reminisces about
George McGovern's 1972 campaign for the
presidency just after he's conceded defeat
in his 1984 bid. A Vietnam veteran, a space
cadet who'd once worn an Afro, and a cou-
ple who'd entered marriage (that bour..
geois institution that castrated men"),
turn through the pages ofa photo album and
re-evaluate their lives in the 1960 t s . While it
may sound like more of the conciliatory
narnby-pamby we've heard of late by cold
war liberals and other corporate stooges,
there is some idealism yet in these 'yups.'
One sketch satirizes a job interview,
another Christian Scientists. (In a Christian
Science reading room, a visitor sits upon a
chair, breaking it. "Leave it alone," chides
a member. "It will fix itself.") In
"Nothingness and Being," the late French
writer/philosopher Jean-Paul Sartre, an
avowed atheist, is portrayed as 'meeting his
maker.' God (Hagerty), wearing a baseball
cap and a referee's whistle, reprimands the
black-bereted thinker for his beliefs. "It is
not what I expected," claims this impudent
French caricature (Kind). "What did you
expect?" God asks. "Nothing." Embold-
ened, Sartre dashes away· but, finding all
escape. routes blocked, realizes "there's
No Exit." He stands by his beliefs, despite
God's warning that "you were wrong."
There's a hint of middlebrow retaliation in
God's verdict: "To hell with you." "Per-
sonals" explores the difficulties involved in
finding a compatible partner, drawing its
inspiration from newspaper columns. Can a
woman who enjoys kayaking, pre-
Columbian Art and Masterpiece Theatre
appreciate a baseball fan who reads "Dear
Abbv " and "The Hite Report."?
The rollicking "Pirates" satirizes the
polarization of Chicago's voters, split bet-
ween reformer Mayor Harold Washington
and machine crony Edward Vrdolyak.
Though certain demographic groups aren't
represented (Chicago is largely Black and
Latino), the cast illustrates the backscrat-
ching and corruption that made the city
famous. If Mr. Washington is mayor "in
name only" and Vrdolyak's an "alderman
king," how might their tug-of-war be seen
by ex-machine boss Richard Daley? His
bulbous face appears on a screen to counsel
the two: "What are youse doin'? First you
take care of the city. Den you take some for
yourself." The "scalawags whose rhetoric
is scurrilous" agree and rejoice "hail, hail,
reform is here" to a Gilbert and Sullivan
tune, while dollars rain upon the stage.
The subsequent act parodies Joseph Car-
dinal Benardin, who they hint has become a
media darling ("I'm the media's favorite
priest, tt the "hottest Catholic in the
Stage:David Mamet and SecondCity·
,
- ..
-Aprajila Sikri
-Ray Glenn
David Lubin
stone that started the blues climbing and
evolving into modem day rock 'n roll.
While most 60-year-old men are making
plans for retirement, Mr. King, 61, has no
retirement plans but to continue playing
high energy blues guitar. Few remain who
have that special concern for an audience
like Albert King does. His dedication to his
craft can only hope to influence many of his
younger peers to do the same.
Iinking events, the reader 'is led along by the
writer's voice alone, and its promise of ever
new prodigies of horror and style. These
prodigies Celine was better equipped to
provide than most of his successors."
Appreciation does not exclude criticism,
or vice versa. "The good thing about The
Dean's December: it is by Saul Bellow, and
therefore possesses wit, vividness,
tenderness, brave thought, earthy
mysticism, anda most generous, searching,
humorous humanity. The bad thing about
it, or at least not so good; it is about Saul
Bellow, in an uncomfortable indirect, but
unignorable way." In Updike, criticism
follows comprehension and understanding,
not the other way around. .
Criticism may be merely "mediating be-
tween the minds," but the readers love it.
In today's world of computer printouts,
3D-second commercials and 9O-minute
movies, readers prefer reviews giving them
the juice of the novel in concentrate form.
When it comes in neat packaging' from a
master like Updike, who can resist?
Criticism may be his improvised career nur-
tured under The New Yorker's gracious
umbrella, he is undoubtedly as deft and
dexterous at it as he is in creating Toyota
salesmen.
Updike starts the book with a set of short
anecdotes entitled, "Interviews with insuffi-
ciently famous Americans." "The Running
Mate" "Wears Adidas jogging shoes, and a
dove-grey sweat suit with canary-yellow
piping down the sleeves and legs." "One's
Neighbor's Wife" "touches her children,
and they rotate in the oven of her love. Her
dog, too, dumb sharer of her hours, is
stroked and ruffled.....Her house is full of
crannies, of cluttered drawers and dusty
shelves, repositories of wedding gifts and
high-school charm bracelets and snapshots
of herself as a child." "Let others do the
high-brow philosophizing about the absur-
dity and meaninglessness of life and main-
tain their allegiance to the contemporary
..culture scene." Updike seems.to say. "I am
content to play the traditional novelist's
role of observer-recorder of my everyday
American society."
He ends the book with a review of his
own oeuvre and interviews with various
publications. He best sums up the mantle of
his literary vocation in an interview with the
New York Times Book Review - "If you
were to ask me what the aim of my fiction is
- it's bringing the comers forward. Or
throwing light into them. Singing the
hitherto unsung. I distrust books involving
spectacular people, or spectacular events.
Let People and The National Enquirer
pander to our taste for the extraordinary;
let literature concern itself, as the Gospels
do, with the inner lives of hidden men. The
collective consciousness that once found
itself in the noble must now rest content
with the typical."
"Writing cnticrsm is to writing fiction
and poetry as hugging the shore is to sailing
in the open sea," says John Updike in his
foreword to Hugging The Shore - his 919-
page collection of essays and criticism
printed in handsome Janson type by that
most prestigious of publishing houses,
Alfred A. Knopf. After sailing high on the
seas with Rabbit is Rich, ready to hug. the
shore he is, sitting in his boat in a white
T-shirt and checked shorts on the black and
white jacket cover of the book.
The shore he bugs is. loag, very 19n9.
After a 33-page _. tribute to the three
American masters - Hawthorne, Melville
and Whitman, we have 760 pages of reviews
(previously published in The New Yorker)
of writers from all the five continents, rang-
ing from Czech dissident Milan Kundera,
Russia's Vladimir Nabokov, India's R.K.
Narayan. Trinidad's V.S. Naipaul to
Ireland's Flann O'Brien, John Cheever,
Anne Tyler" Saul Bellow, Kurt Vonnegut,
Ursula Le Guin, Henry Green. There has
scarcely been a novel of literary stature
published in the last eight years that is not
here reviewed by Updike. But his acquain-
tance with world literature does not make
him erudite and pedantic. His reviews have
the caress and understanding of one who's
been on the other side of the fence and
understands the ambivalence inherent in a
writer's work.
"An artist mediates between the world
and the minds; a critic merely between
minds. An artist, therefore, must even at
the price of uncouthness and alienation
from the contemporary cultural scene
maintain allegiance to the world and a fer-
vent relation with it, " says Updike. He does
not tax writers for their uncouthness, only
for their deviation from verisimilitude and
the weakness of structure or style. So, of
Anne Tyler's Morgan Passing, he says,
"Though many amusing episodes,
Baltimore blocks, and shrewd home truths
are winningly mustered, the scenes dance
before our eyes; .we rarely feel in. them, as
we do for those pages of seaside awkward.,.
ness,... or whenever a young child appears
on the page.'
Perhaps the best craftsman of metaphors
in his trade, Updike comments on
Kundera's modem style that perfects the art
of the modern plotless fractured novel.
"Kundera's prose presents a surface like
that of a shattered mirror, where brightly
mirroring fragments lie mixed with pieces
of lustering silver."
He further discusses the technique in his
critique of Celine. "It has been a technique
useful at least of verbiage; discarding cause
and effect absolves the novelist of any duty
to keep his mock world coherent, and has
made fiction as easy to write as free verse.
Like the removal of meter and rhyme from
poetics, this discarding throws upon the
writer a continuous challenge to surprise
and astound. Without any consequential
good, back to the basics rhythm and blues ~
band. Most of the tunes they performed
were original rhythm and blues tunes,
heavily accented by the saxophone. The one
tune that really impressed us was an in-
strumental they performed with the har-
monica playing the lead lines. It was in true
Paul Butterfield Blues Band tradition, and
really got the joint rocking.
Seeing Albert King perform is true
testimony to the fact that "the blues had a
baby and they called it rock 'n' roll."
A1ber~ _~~~g was an important stepping
Book Review: Updike Upfront
tion, but are full of the power and energy
that truly overpowers anybody today that
thinks he is playing "high energy powered
rock and roll." King bends and twists the
notes in a manner that only a master could
achieve. The night that we saw King he per-
formed several cuts from his new album,
San Francisco '83: "Sail On," a Muddy
Waters's tune, as well as the classic "Born
Under A Bad Sign. " This tune was done by
Cream (Eric Clapton's "blues" band that
was the first high-powered trio of rock 'n'
roll) and combines a menacing rock riff, a
rockin' rhythm, high energy guitar leads
and a lyric with astrological overtones.
Opening for Albert King was a Hartford
based band called B. Willie Smith. They
were truly an entertaining surprise. A band
like B. Willie Smith is really needed in to-
day's sad music scene, for they are a real
-Lisa R. Rhodes
woman. Leopold is clearly a product of the
gentry. His mother insists that he must
never play with the black children, yet for a
time, he is Jose's best friend. He is over-
joyed by his father's customary returns to
the island from France, and runs to be at
his side. Unfortunately, when his father is
lying on his deathbed, Leopold learns that
the family property will never belong to him
and that he will never take on the family
name. "He is a mulatto child," says the
father, and Leopold is shattered beyond
repair. Eventually, he is arrested by island
officials for an ironic betrayal of his father.
Paley introduces the grandeur of the gen-
try through custom-made foreign cars and
lavish residence grounds. In the city, whites
treat themselves to Sunday rums while
blacks tear tickets in half and sell candy.
Paley shows the greatest consequence of the
plantation - self-hatred - in the comment
of one young black woman who, while
working in the theatre, insists that she
"hates" her race. Though her skin color is
black, her "character is white." Upon hear-
ing these words, Jose tries desperately to
debate, but realizes that there is no reason
to. The wound is too deep.
Sup" Cane Alley is an important film,
particularly for American audiences who
seldom are exposed to Third World ar-
tists. Its message is timeless, and can be
applied to the present political climate in
Central America, South Africa, and the
Caribbean. Paley is a first-rate filmmaker,
and will certainly continue to receive ac-
colades for any future works that enter
American theatres. If your political cons-
cience needs fine tuning, Sugar Cane Alley
is a must.
The subjugation and life of African
descendant plantation workers who toiled
the sugar cane fields of St. Martinique dur-
ing the early 1930's is seen through the eyes
of an impressionable l l-year-old boy in
Euzhah Paley's independently produced
film, Sugar Cane Alley.
Black Shack Alley is the home of a small
community of black, caramel, and sepia
colored field workers who, in the island's
swehering heat, harvest acres of sugar cane,
which, when exported, brings tremendous
wealth to the French gentry. Palcy
poignantly examines the social and political
consequences of plantation society for both
the oppressed and the oppressor through
the adventures of Jose, a.precocious island
bOy who is Black Shack Alley's first hope
of life beyond the sugar cane fields.
The workers live a complex life, filled
with work, little rest, prayer, superstition,
sorrow, song, births, and death. Jose is
greatly influenced by Medouze, the com-
munity's eldest treasure, who was brought
to the islands from Africa, the homeland,
as a child. Now tall and proud, Medouze
spends his days telling Jose his side of the
white man's burden, insisting that only
death will bring him to freedom-back to
Africa. Jose is enveloped by Africa. The
mores of its culture are what shape him,
and his community, into proud and resilient
examples of man. Paley's direction brings
humanity to the surface and on to dusted,
weary faces for all to see. Somehow, despite
their subjugation, the Alley people find
purpose in life, although like Medouze, it is
death that they celebrate.
On the other side of town, Jose meets
Leopold, the mulatto son of a white
overseer and a now-pampered village
. Music: Hail to the King
Film: Tw-o· Worlds, One lsI nd
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Better known for their interest in country
music, the proprietors of the Lone Star
Cafe on 13th S1. and 5th Ave. seem to have
an equal interest in the blues. Their con-
tinued aggressiveness in bringing ·big name
blues personalities to The Big Apple has
gone unmatched.': They recently treated
their dedicated NY blues audience to a two
Righter on March 27 and 28 by the Albert
King Blues Band.
Albert King's guitar licks were answered
by the horns in his band, which produced
an upbeat that got everybody's feet stomp-
ing in time even though it was really late in
the evening. But Albert King's guitar was
the true show-stopper for the predominant-
ly white crowd at the Lone Star. The riffs
that he gets out of Lucy (his guitar) really
redefine rock guitar. They are high energy
riffs coming straight out of the blues tradi-
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The world of sports. as most fans
know. can. at times. be extremely
frustrating. The Staternen's base-
ball team realizes this as they have
failed to post a victory in their first
nine games. However. according to
coach Pete Laddomada. the team
has been very de term ined ... I' m
very proud of t he ways the guys
have been coming back ... stated
Laddomada.
The season for the team has been
trying at times. and also unbear-
able. However. Laddornada feels
there is hope for the future "be-
cause there are fifteen freshmen on
the team who have never played
college ball before." This. states
Laddomada. forms an excellent nu-
cleus for next year's team.
Although the record might not
reflect it. Laddomada emphasizes
that many of the players have per-
formed impressively. One of these
players is the team's rightfielder,
Eddie Hodge. Laddomada com-
mented that Hodge is a . 'right-
handed power hitter ... who is really
stinging the ball. Another one of
the t e arn ts power hitters is left-
fielder Jeff Ritter who is one of the
few upperclassmen on the team.
Laddomada is not only impressed
with his hitting but also his hustle.
Witness his slide into first base to
beat out a hit in a recent game
against Manhatranville.
Some of the other impressive
players for Baruch have been fresh-
man third baseman Bill Harrison
who. according to Laddomada.
.. gives his best every game."
Shortstop Steve Belnavos has also
impressed Laddomada with his
solid fielding. Jose Bravo. the
team's leadoff hitter. has also
sparkled with his speed and clutch
centerfield play.
When it comes to pitching. the
Statesmen have had three main
starters. These players are Sean
D'Souza. a righthander with a fast-
ball that drops quickly: Joe Smith.
a southpaw who throws mainly off-
speed and breaking pitches: and
Arthur Crichlow. a righthander.
Since D'Souza and Smith are first-
year players. Laddomada expects
good things from them in the fu-
ture.
Although losing has been frus-
trating for the team. an incident
took place recently ina game
against Manhattanville that put
everything in perspective. In the
game Statesman Albert Braccone
was struck right above his eye by a
pitch. After he was hit he started to
scream in fear of the condition of
his eve. Braccone was rushed to the
hospital where he received five
stitches. However. soon after. Brae-
cone was talking to Laddomada
about returning. This type of grit
impressed Laddomada.
Although the team has played
tough. they still have no wins to
show for it. According to Laddo-
mada. "there wasn't enough time
to organize everything." He high-
lighted this point by stating that
the team had no exhibition games
and had to be recruited and formed
in three weeks.
Although their record doe sn ' t
show it. Laddomada believes that
the performance of his young team
presents a nucleus for the future.
However. according to Laddornada.
he might not be part of that future
because. in the past. not winning
didn't please the school administra-.
tion.
The great game of baseball.
which has been played for over one
hundred years. has remarkably
changed very little in this time
span. There are still only three outs
per team in an inning, and it still
takes three strikes to make an out.
However. over the last fifteen years'
one change has "occurred that is
slowly ruining the game. This
change is about to happen at Shea
Stadium. Simply stated. Shea
should not be converted from grass
to artificial turf.
In the National League East, the
division the Mets play in, four of
the six teams have artificial turf.
These stadiums, Veterans
Stadium (Phillies), Three Rivers
Stadium (Pirates), Busch Stadium
(Cardinals), and Olympic Stadium
(Expos), are noted for one thing.
All of these fields look the same,
which is to say, boring. The ar-
tificial turf at these stadiums for all
intents and purposes could be con-
crete in the schoolyard. The only
way to tell the difference between
Busch and Olympic is to either
notice the swarming flies in St.
Louis or the French-speaking
public address announcer in Mon-
treal.
Why would anyone in their right
mind want turf that acts like a pin-
ball machine, bouncing balls all
over the confines of the stadium?
Mayor Koch and Mets owners
Nelson Doubleday and Fred
Wilpon are, unfortunately. the
ones who do. Koch, still caught up
with Jets owner Leon Hess in the
battle of the clean bathrooms. has
decided that artificial turf -wiH at-
tract a new football team. Shea,
however .. was built for baseball.
It is amazing that Koch has sud-
denly become an expert in the area
of sports. For a man who attends
opening day at Shea and leaves
after one inning. this is truly inspir-
ing. Mets owner Nelson Doubleday
should also be held accountable.
Doubleday is a man who has
limited knowledge about baseball,
and. frankly, should stick to his
publishing company.
Over the' last twenty years Shea
Stadium has been the scene of in-
numerable moments of thrilling
baseball. The Mets won the World
Series there in 1969 as Cleon Jones
kneeled to make the final putout.
Future Hall of Farner Tom Seaver
pitched his way into the record
books there. Willie Mays, the Say
Hey Kid, was honored on Willie
Mays Night in the season the Mets
went to the WorId Series only to
lose to Oakland in seven games.
So many great events took place
at a Shea Stadium with grass. Com-
pared to the great old, parks like
Wrigley .. Comiskey, and Fenway,
Shea is still young. But Shea, like
these stadiums has grass. If anyone
is listening, please do not change
Shea to artificial turf. .
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By Orest Mandzy
The Baruch College Women's
Volleyball team ended their 1983-84
season on somewhat of a low note.
After winning 22 games and losing
only 2, they embarked on a trip to
Elmira. N. Y. where the Eastern
Collegia te Athletic Conference
(ECAC) held an invitational tour-
nament. The arduous five-hour trip
was, in the words of player
Elizabeth Burnett ... a waste of
time." The tournament was a single
elimination contest in which only
the winners of each match advanc-
ed to the finals. Needless to say,
Baruch lost their first match. They
played against Catholic University
of Washington. D.C.
This loss was probably a minor
setback to the highly improved
volleyball team. In their second
year as a team, the Baruchians have
proved to their opponents that they
are top contenders. When other
teams are vacationing during the
summer, the Baruch volleyball
team practices. "This," according
to Burnett, "accounts for our im-
proved play." She added, "During
the season, we practice every day.
In the off-season, we still practice,
but may be only once or twice a
week. "
As successful as the women's
squad has been, the newly formed
men's squad hopes to follow. In
their debut season they were not in
any collegiate conference, but they
did play inter-collegiately. They
won only two games out of seven,
but according to Gerard Kamper-
veen, "As a team we played well."
His words were taken a bit further
by Burnett who said, "They are a
really good team, a lot better than
many of the teams that they
played." A problem that the male
squad faces is attitude. Since they
are a fresh team, skills involving
teamwork need honing. According
to Burnett, "If the men's squad
wants to be competitive, they have
to change their attitude." They are
plagued with the problem of having
too many individualistic-type
players. With the proper coaching.
which according to Burnett, "They
do recieve;" the men's squad will
be a threat.
Although the women's squad is a
member of the NCAA (National
Collegiate Athletic Association)
Division III, the men's team is not.
By next year, with the help of a
recruiting drive. they hope to enlist
more players and enter into the
highly competitive NCAA.
By Orest Mandzy
On April 30, the Baruch College
Tennis team played the College of
Staten Island. The Statesmen lost.
As the fairy tale reads.tall the king-s
horses and all the king' s men
couldn't put Humpty Dumpty
together again,' so it read at the
25th Street Armory. where a much
superior Staten Island team trounc-
ed the Statesmen who are now even
at 4 wins and 4 losses.
So one-sided was the defeat that
a dejected Stateman, Joy Goyhil,
somberly said, "I don't want to
talk about it." According to
Baruchian Kurt Wilner, "We
found a superior team; they are
very disciplined. They should be in
the military; their only joy in life is
to play tennis and win at it." Staten
Island, whose record is an im-
pressive 11 and 3, is considered by
many of having the best singles
players in Division III play. The
Statesmen, however, did not fail to
impress the winners. After having
won only one singles match; the
Statesmen doubles teams decided it
was show time. The team of Scott
Klein and Joe Pepitone beat Staten
Island's number one team of Sen-
dich and Donlon by a score of 10-6.
Pepitone noted, "Scott played real
well." This win was a sort of upset
for Staten Island because both Sen-
dich and Donlon were victorious in
their number one and two matches,
respectively.
This loss tp Baruch comes after
the suspension of their rookie
coach Matt Holaday, who allegedly
took part in fisticuffs with Baruch
player, David Silverstein. He was
not available for comment,
although the situation is under in-
vestigation by Baruch authorities.
Dr. Eng, the school's athletic
director said, "It was an unfor-
tunate incident." It is now out of
his hands and in the hands of a col-
lege committee made up of Presi-
dent Segall and"a few select faculty
members." Holaday's suspension
was the result of "conduct
unbecoming a faculty member."
As it stands now, no decision on the
incident has been made. Dr. Eng,
however, insists that" there are no
plans to hire a new coach until we
find out what happened."
With three games left in their
regular season, the Statesmen hope
to finish with a better-than-.SOO
season. This is not only possible
~ut it will most probably happen:
since the toughest teams in their
conference, Hunter and Staten
Island, have already been played.
